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EDITOR’S LETTER

BOISDALE OF MAYFAIR GOES
DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE
elcome to the 11th edition
of Boisdale Life. As always
we are very proud of the
content, although this time its extreme
diversity is harder to neatly summarise.
Dip in and have fun. Only then can you
discover what you thought you didn’t
know. No, you’re quite right, that did
not make sense, but it took me a while
to realise it! Whilst most of us will be
very thankful that Tom Parker Bowles
does not ‘Rule the World’, there is
pretty much something for everybody
in this edition. Even Nicola Sturgeon
might agree, although sadly she may
not be so delighted with Brian Wilson’s
excellent adjudication of her party’s
past performance and potentially
prurient future. We also discover that
there are ‘50 Shades of Brown’, but
not all of them should apply to brown
furniture. It was the post-industrial
population explosion of the Victorian
era that created the demand for massproduced furniture, which became an
ever increasingly ghastly dull brown
and possibly drove sensitive men like
Lewis Carrol to seek refuge with opiates.
Had Carrol written his fantasy
novel a century later under similar
hallucinogenic influences in 1967, I
think it most probable that Alice would
have been given another name, possibly
something like Apple or Sky. He would
also have either used a different
pseudonym or not assumed a nom de
plume and written under his real name,
which was of course Charles Dodgson.
I like to imagine that he might have
placed Apple in a giant surreal juke
box, in which there was an enchanted
cocktail bar with classic vinyl album
covers decorating the walls. The barman
would have had the face of a walrus
and spoken in poetic rhyming riddles
about egg men. To escape, all she had
to do was point at The Beatles Magical
Mystery Tour to move on to the next
room, which hopefully would have
been the Jungle Room at Graceland! We
could have had a lot of fun there. Elvis
as a lion? Aslam with a Southern drawl!
I digress!
Well folks, Charlie Dodgson’s
undreamt futuristic fantasy has come
true! Boisdale of Mayfair has now
opened The Vinyl Bar & Groove Room.
The walls are adorned with myriad LPs
dating from 1934 to 1979 and there is
a cocktail bar at which the bartenders

Rod Stewart in Boisdale of Mayfair’s surreal fairy tale Vinyl Bar & Groove Room taking a selfie with Alice
(also known as Elisabeth) and bartenders team who speak in poetic rhyming riddles www.boisdale.co.uk

speak only in rhyming couplets (not
really!). Strict laws as yet not written
will apply and inevitably be broken,
but in essence you can point at any
record on the wall and we will place
the original vinyl on the turntable.
Though ‘Never Mind The Bollocks’ for
Sunday lunch may well be set in stone
as a no play! But wait for it, this is when
it really starts to become a fairy tale,
because then, hopefully armed with an
inspiring cocktail sat on a high-backed
comfortable leather stool, you will hear
your chosen music powered by Devialet
Phantom, the most refined and powerful
wireless speaker in the world. This is
not a joke, but it will make you smile,
possibly rather insanely. The sound
has a visceral density and range that
reaches and embraces all the senses.
One speaker has 4500W of power (we
have two) and can fill the Albert Hall
with the required volume for a rock
concert! The Vinyl Bar will only hold up
to 40 music loving cocktail enthusiasts
at any one time! Whilst we are naturally
more than excited, we are also worried
that someone might turn the volume up
too loud.
Quite how this evolves only time will
tell. I love all the music from Fats Waller
9

to Led Zeppelin and almost everything
in between. Will we be dominated
by fans of one particular genre? It is a
tantalising and fascinating thought.
To start the New Year, on Monday
January 8th we will be celebrating
the births of the two greatest musical
icons of all time with a double birthday
celebration in The Vinyl Bar for Elvis
Presley and David Bowie, who were
born on the same day, 12 years apart.
I suspect this sounds rather counter
intuitive. Personally I absolutely love
both without reservation, albeit as
Elvis is my kinsman I have to declare a
family bias. Though very sadly I won’t
be there for long because the biggest
Boisdale excitement of 2018 is also set
to happen on Monday 8th January. The
fabulous Rebecca Ferguson will start
her residency at Boisdale of Canary
Wharf – take your pick!.

Ranald Macdonald
Editor & Chief Boisdale Life Magazine
Founder Boisdale Restaurants & Bars
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Give your children’s
future a jump start.
Aberdeen’s Investment Plan for Children
You want to give your children a head start. So give them
an investment plan that lets them aim a little higher.
Aberdeen’s Investment Plan for Children offers a wide
choice of investment trusts. And because this is Aberdeen,
your children get access to investment opportunities not
only in the UK but in Asia and worldwide too.

Arabel Windsor Hoye studied PPE
at Oxford before working on Barak
Obama’s campaign team in 2008.
Leaving politics, she moved into
corporate risk consultancy and was
later approached to join the PR team
at the Coachella music festival. An
avid snowboarder, Arabel recently
moved to the UK and currently lives
in Richmond. In her spare time she
conducts interviews for Boisdale Life,
including in this issue meeting artist
Anna Mazzotta. (Page 29)

Nikolai
Dmitrievich
TolstoyMiloslavsky is an author and holds
dual British / Russian citizenship. He
was educated at Wellington College,
Sandhurst and Trinity College Dublin.
He has written a number of books about
Celtic mythology, World War II and
has just completed the final volume of
the biography of his stepfather Patrick
O’Brian. In this issue Nikolai reflects
on his personal, protracted crusade
against Bolshevism, censorship and
his Tolstoy legacy. (Page 35)

Claudia Lambeth founded Luna Mae
London bespoke lingerie to empower
women through an excellent fit,
exquisite British craftsmanship and
attention to detail. In this issue she
holds forth on the greatness of British
manufacturing. (Page 50) She was
shortlisted for Young Entrepreneur of
the Year by Forward Ladies National
Awards in 2017, Entrepreneurial Rising
Star by WeAreTheCity 2017, and Young
Entrepreneur of the Year by Amazon
Growing Business Awards 2017.

KAREN KRIZANOVICH

TOM HARROW

BILL KNOTT

Karen Krizanovich is a writer and
broadcaster who came to fame with
her abusive comedy sex advice column
called ‘Dear Karen’ in Sky Magazine of
the 1990s. To prove that she’s always
current, she recently entered the murky
but opportunity filled world of online
dating. In this issue she shares the high
and the lows of looking for love in a
digital age. (Page 63) Described as the
Sharon Stone of agony aunts, she lives
in Fitzrovia and rides like a girl.

Tom Harrow is an enthusiast of all
things vinous, with 15 years in the
wine business, writing, buying,
selling and hosting events. He is also
wine director of Honest Grapes. In this
issue, he offers alternative ideas for
Christmas boozing and food pairings.
(Page 73) Citing his hatred of turkey
and Christmas pudding, he suggests
that if you must have the latter why
not pair it with a dirty Martini. You’ve
been warned.

Bill Knott started his career as a chef.
He has since written for a host of the
finest magazines and newspapers
worldwide, including stints as a
restaurant critic. In this issue he holds
forth on the greatness of the Scottish
larder and no, it’s not all deep-fried
Mars Bars. (Page 74) Bill is the FT’s
Gannet, a wine writer in The Oldie,
a columnist for Restaurant Magazine,
and ambassador for Action Against
Hunger. He never skips lunch.
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THE BALVENIE GAME RESTAURANT SHOOTING CUP 2017
FOUNDED BY BOISDALE
On September 12th the third annual Balvenie Shooting Cup in partnership with Balvenie, Aspall Cyder and Leica riflescopes took place at the West
London Shooting School in Northolt. The event is both an annual celebration of the consumption of Game in the UK and a (fairly) serious clay
shooting competition between London’s top chefs. This year chefs competed across a range of simulated drives, culminating in the ‘Moet Hennessy
Flush’ and including the ‘Leica Rifle Challenge’, won by Calum Franklin of the Holborn Dining Rooms. Following in the footsteps of Mark Edwards
(Nobu) and Mike Robinson (Harwood Arms), this year’s eventual winner was Nick Weston of Hunter Gather Cook. Michelin starred chef Claude
Bosi put up a phenomenal fight achieving 10/10 in most rounds, before being thwarted by a single missed clay and placed second, for the second
time running! Guests enjoyed Piper-Heidsieck champagne and a lavish 4-course game lunch, including grouse from Braehead Foods, all prepared by
Boisdale of Belgravia’s Head Chef Chris Zachwieja. (Pictures © www.jamesbryantstudio.com)

Ranald Macdonald laughing with Pascal Aussignac, as Andrew Turner catches
up with Julian Marshall over lunch in Boisdale of Belgravia

Fierce competition for the team Flush at the West London Shooting School
Winning team of the ‘Moet Hennessy Flush’ included Ethan Boroian, Harry
Owen, Claude Bosi, Cedric Bosi and Marcus Bean

Alexandra Henton, Calum Franklin, Greg Marchand, Nick Weston and Quentin
Plateaux

Paddy Renouf, Joe Paulinski, Alwynne Gwilt, Tom Sellers and Tobias Gorn

Overseen by Leica’s Simon Barr, Greg Marchand takes his shot at the Leica
Shooting Range

Nick Weston, winner of The Balvenie Shooting Cup
2017 and the trophy, a unique handmade Quaich

David Wood from Aspall Cyder and in second place, Claude Bosi

Alwynne Gwilt, Balvenie brand ambassador,
hosting lunch at Boisdale of Belgravia and
presenting Balvenie 12yr, 17yr and 25yr

Ethan Boroian (Moet Hennessy), Tobias Gorn
(Boisdale), Cedric Bosi (The Charlton Arms), John
Davey (John Davey Consultancy), Ross Hastings
(Campbell & Co.), Claude Bosi (Bibendum),
Paddy Renouf (Boisdale), Jonathan Young (The
Field), Robin Gill (The Dairy), Yann Thiriau
(The Balvenie), Joe Paulinski (Restaurant Story),
Sambrooke Spurrier (The Balvenie), Tom Sellers
(Restaurant Story), Harry Owen (Boisdale),
Alexandra Henton (The Field), Calum Franklin
(Holborn Dining Rooms), Pascal Aussignac (Club
Gascon), Andrew Turner (Alfred’s), Quentin
Plateaux (Roux at the Landau), Ian Nottage
(Craft Guild of Chefs), Lee Maycock (Craft Guild
of Chefs), Lara Webster (Zambuni PR), Andrew
Lowkes (Pump Street Chocolate), Alwynne Gwilt
(The Balvenie), Jose Souto (Game to Eat), Claire
Zambuni (Zambuni PR), Steven Moore (BASC),
Nick Weston (Hunter Gather Cook), Greg Marchand
(Frenchie Restaurant), Marcus Bean (Brompton
Cookery School), Steve Drake (Sorrel)
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Pascal Aussignac of Club Gascon, winning a bottle
of Balvenie 25yr for the ‘Worst Shot of the Day’,
presented by Asmita Singh of Balvenie
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DICKIE BRENNAN’S NEW ORLEANS WEEK LAUNCH PARTY AT
BOISDALE OF CANARY WHARF
On September 25th celebrated NOLA restauranteur Dickie Brennan took up residency at Boisdale of Canary Wharf. For a unique New Orleans
takeover of the restaurant. Guests enjoyed a week of Cajun, Gumbo and Creole dishes, sponsored by the New Orleans Tourist Board. The partnership
was also supported by Southern Comfort and Tabasco, both providing an authentic taste of New Orleans, alongside a traditional Dixie band, The
Mississippi Swamp Dogs. British Airways now offers direct flights to New Orleans and for more information on the city go to www.neworleanscvb.com

Simon Thomas, owner of the Hippodrome Casino, with Jonathan Kane and the intrepid Dominic Midgely

Proprietors with a passion for food, music and
hospitality, Ranald Macdonald and Dickie Brennan

Boisdale Life’s Editor-at-Large Paddy Renouf, with
interior designer Laura Medley

Harry Owen, Gauis Jones and Ranald Macdonald
trying the ‘hot’ and ‘very hot’ Tabasco mash!

Coniston, a mainstay for 20 years
Still made in Northampton, England
using the finest Scotch Grain

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HRH THE PRINCE OF WALES
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER OF FOOTWEAR
CROCKETT & JONES LIMITED, NORTHAMPTON

MADE IN ENGLAND | SINCE 1879

Boisdale Executive Head Chef, Andy Rose with
Dickie Brennan’s, Geordie Brower

Beth Fojtik and Ceiley Paterson
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Boisdale Group Bars Manager, Joe Boxall
preparing original Southern Comfort cocktails,
founded in New Orleans in 1874

LONDON

JERMYN STREET
BURLINGTON ARCADE
KNIGHTSBRIDGE
ROYAL EXCHANGE
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BIRMINGHAM

BURLINGTON ARCADE, NEW ST
COLMORE ROW

NEW YORK
11 EAST 55TH STREET

CROCKETTANDJONES.COM

BRUSSELS
RUE DE NAMUR

PARIS

LA MADELEINE
RIVE GAUCHE
LE MARAIS
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PRE MOBO AWARDS
PARTY 2017
On 20th November, Boisdale of Canary Wharf played host to the third annual Pre-MOBO Awards Show. The red carpet event was jointly hosted
by YolanDa Brown and China Moses. Killer performances that night came from Natty, Floacist, Rachel Kerr, Kiko Bun, Cherri V, Triple O, Noel
Robinson, Josh Daniel, Zara McFarlane, Tony Tixier, Manuscript, MiC Lowry and the B Positive choir. Three MOBO Awards were presented on the
night, Craig David won “Best R&B / Soul’ act; Drummer, composer and producer Moses Boyd were awarded “Best Jazz Act” (in association with Jazz
FM); and Volney Morgan & New-Ye won “Best Gospel Act”, marking their first MOBO Award win.

Craig David took home the award for ‘Best R&B / Soul Act’ his sixth MOBO Award win

Making waves on the UK R&B scene is Cherri V, who
performed her newly released single 'Leave Me Be'

Natty performs on the Boisdale stage at the Pre-MOBO Awards Show

Natalie Stewart aka ‘The Floacist’ arrives at the Pre-MOBO Awards Show

First formed in 2011 five-piece male group, Mic Lowry performing at Boisdale

Getting the party started were hosts YolanDa
Brown and China Moses alongside ‘Strictly Ciome
Dancing’s’ Otlile Mabuse

Tartan replaces the red carpet of the press room,
as Noel Robinson arrives for an interview with
Capital XTRA host, Remel London

18

Former Stone Roses drummer, Robbie Maddix
Guest presenter, Chris Eubank Jr. arriving at Boisdale of Canary Wharf

Founder of the MOBO Awards Kanya King MBE alongside MP, Dawn Butler

19
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THE BOISDALE MUSIC AWARDS 2017

THE KRUG ROSÉ GAME DINNER

On 12th September the second annual Boisdale Music Awards, hosted by Jools Holland, took place at Boisdale of Canary Wharf. The event celebrated
a host of incredible artists from all genres of music. Winners on the night included ‘Best Newcomer’ Megan McKenna, who charted at No. 1 that same
day. Alexander Armstrong and Imelda May were ‘Best Male’ and ‘Best Female’ singers respectively. The ‘Legendary Song Writer’ award went to Glen
Matlock and ‘Outstanding Contribution to Music’, Mike Batt. All the performances can be seen on the Boisdale YouTube channel.

On 24th October, Boisdale hosted a unique dinner celebrating Krug alongside UK Brand Ambassador, Joseph Rorke. A suitable collection of sybarites
were gathered to reflect on Joseph Krug’s original 1843 philosophy, understanding that the true essence of Champagne is pleasure itself. The menu
was pretty compelling too: Shellfish canapes accompanied by Krug Grande Cuvée; Scottish partridge & confit leg pithivier, wood blewits, braised pearl
barley and lovage jus; followed by Krug 2002 and three different plates of game, Juniper marinated fallow deer tartare, Scottish border hare and
Yorkshire grouse & girolles. The meal was created by Boisdale of Belgravia Head Chef, Chris Zachwieja, and ended with Krug Rosé and a selection of
British cheese, including Baron Bigot, Cornish Kern and Mrs Bell’s Blue.

‘Boisdale Male Artist of the Year’ Alexander Armstrong with Jools Holland

Country music sensation, Catherine McGrath
Hugo Campbell-Davys and Mark Hix

Kelsey Grammer and his wife Kayte Walsh

Newcomer of the Year, Megan McKenna

Maxi Priest, Rocco Buonvino, Ranald Macdonald and Jools Holland

Boisdale Life regular contributors, Bruce Anderson and Roger Bootle

Claudia Lambeth and Neil Stuke

Manfred Mann’s, Paul Jones winning ‘Boisdale
Lifetime Achievement Award’

Legendary songwriter, Glen Matlock – former
member of the original Sex Pistols

Juniper marinated fallow deer tartare, baby beetroots, radish, confit quail egg
yolk and truffle

Ethan Boroian and Bill Knott
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Best Female Singer, Imelda May
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QUEEN OF THE BLUES
DISCOVER THE PERFECT
CHRISTMAS GIFT

The intrepid Dominic Midgley meets the British singing sensation Rebecca Ferguson. Described by the Telegraph as being
“... in the same league as Aretha Franklin”, Rebecca has had an astonishing career securing her a position as one of the
world’s most successful vocalists and song writers. On January 8th she begins an intimate two-week residency at Boisdale
of Canary Wharf, singing her favourite songs from the golden eras of jazz and soul. For more information and to book
tickets (from £30) visit – www.boisdale.co.uk
WORDS BY DOMINIC MIDGLEY

Rebecca Fergusson will be performing at Boisdale of Canary Wharf from Monday 8th January to Friday 19th January. Rebecca stated, “I want to recreate the
atmosphere of the old jazz clubs where people can sit and eat in comfort and style, enjoying a close and intimate setting with the artist.” For more information and
to book tickets (from £30) visit www.boisdale.co.uk

hen I arrive at Boisdale
Mayfair to meet Rebecca
Ferguson, I’m told she is
downstairs. As I head for the newly
opened Vinyl Bar in the basement, I fear
the worst. Chart-topping divas being
interviewed by a journalist often come
with an entourage: the PR person to
listen in on the conversation and shut off
any unwelcome lines of inquiry; the PA
to perform all those tasks that A-listers
can’t do for themselves, such as picking
up a handbag or asking for the music to
be turned down.
But when I reach the bottom of the
stairs, all I can see is Ferguson propping
up the bar having a chinwag with the
mixologist. It’s a scene that tells you
much of what you need to know about
her. She may be a beautiful woman,
with the voice of an angel, who has sold
millions of albums, but the girl who

made it up the hard way, is not one to
give herself airs and graces.
I extend my hand but instead I get of
a warm hug and a friendly “Nice t’meet
ya,” delivered in the Scouse accent of

to singer-songwriter Matt Cardle in the
final, the show got the girl from the
wrong side of the tracks a record contract
and put her on the road to superstardom.
As we sat down over a starter of

The minute I heard Whitney Houston,
it was like a light switch went on, I was blown away.

someone who has not forgotten her roots.
Ferguson has come a long way in the
eight short years since she appeared
on X Factor and was dubbed “our
generation’s songbird” by guest judge
Nicole Scherzinger. While she lost out

stunning Dunkeld smoked salmon
followed by wild Highland venison
casserole in the restaurant, she shared
the story of her remarkable journey from
stage-struck child to household name.
Ferguson’s earliest memory is of

WE WANT TO HEAR YOUR OPINIONS AND COMMENTS – EMAIL THE EDITOR RANALD@BOISDALELIFE.COM
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writing songs as a child and she never
had any doubts about making a career
in music. Her parents separated when
she was four and her mother, who was
a born-again Christian, cramped her
daughter’s style in the early days by
refusing to allow her to listen to secular
music. It was not until a family friend
intervened that her creative instincts
took flight.
“My mum’s friend Jane said, ‘This is
mean. She loves music. Come on give
the girl a chance’. She came over with

her grandad in a Rolls-Royce.
“But I had to get the bus home. The
174 wasn’t very frequent and if I left
the class 15 minutes early I could have
caught one but I wanted to get those
extra 15 minutes, so I used to stay to the
end. Then I had to sit outside and wait
for a full hour till the next bus came to
take me home.
“Looking back, Emma was quite rude
because we lived in a flat above a shop
opposite a big estate behind lovely gates
where she lived in a really beautiful

When you’re a hot ticket
everyone wants to be on your record.

a tape that had Cher on one side and
Whitney Houston on the other. I grabbed
the tape and ran up the stairs. When I
played the first Cher song I thought, ‘This
is amazing’. But when I turned the tape
over and listened to Whitney Houston
the minute I heard her voice it was like a
light switch went on and I was like, ‘Oh
my God!’ I was just blown away by it.”
Faced with her daughter’s obvious
passion for music, her mother loosened
up a little and the young Rebecca was
allowed to listen to the likes of Kylie and
Madonna. By the age of 10, 'Beccy' was
ready to take things to the next level.
“I used to get the Yellow Pages out
and look for singing schools,” she
recalls. “Normally it would be a mum
that would do it for you but I did it
myself. I’d just get on the phone and say,
‘Hi, I’d like to do singing classes,’ and
often they’d laugh because there was a
child on the phone asking for lessons.”
But her mother went along with it
and Ferguson was enrolled in evening
classes at a singing school above a
shopping centre where she was given
her first classical training.
Within a few years she was ready
to take the next step and that meant
approaching Carleton House, one of the
best private schools in Liverpool, which
laid on singing lessons after hours.
“It was expensive though, very
expensive, so I got a job when I was 13
or 14 working in a clothes shop. I was
paid £20 a day, not much money at
all and I’d put the money aside and it
would go towards my singing lessons.
The richest people in the city would go
to that school and I remember one of
them, Emma, used to get picked up by

house. Despite the fact they lived facing
me never once did they offer to drop me
home. But if Susan the singing teacher
saw me at the bus stop she felt sorry for
me and, even though her house was in
the opposite direction to mine, she’d go,
‘It’s alright love, I’ll take you home’.”
By the time Ferguson turned 17, all
her hard work looked set to pay off. She
had acquired an agent, who had lined up
shows for her in West End, and she was
ready to make the move to the Big Smoke.
But by now she had met her first
boyfriend, a builder called Karl, with
whom she had her first child. “If I’m
honest I was really upset,” she says. “At
the time, people weren’t public about
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a human rights lawyer.
Having never quite given up on her
original dream to be a singer, at 22 she
auditioned for the X Factor. The rest,
as they say, is history. Her amazing
voice and – let’s face it – stunning looks
wowed the judges and, despite being
pipped to the crown, she was awarded
that all-important record contract.
Most acts that emerge from Simon
Cowell’s talent factory are malleable
young artists, who are quite happy
to be put in a studio with seasoned
professionals and told what to sing. But
Ferguson was a very different animal,
she had been writing her own material
for years and by the time she finished as
runner-up on the show she reckons she
had written more than 2,000 songs.
“They were very nice about it, but they
just assumed I would sing the songs they
had written. When you’re a hot ticket
everyone wants to be on your record
because they know it’s going to sell so
everyone was throwing songs at the label
saying, 'Get Becky to sing this song'.
“I was quite stubborn at the time, I
said, ‘No I’m not recording it. I am going
to write every single song on this album.’
My attitude from very early on was that
I knew that none of these people truly
cared about me and if it all goes tits up
– which it always does – they were not
going to be there so I had to establish me
and be true to me.”
Salvation came in the shape of Francis
'Eg' White, a producer who was prepared
to indulge a young ingénue despite a
track record that included penning hits
for megastars such as Adele.
“When you go into the studio with Eg

It’s not about money, it’s not about cars, it’s not
about houses, it’s about love.

having children and being entertainers.
It wasn’t an open thing so I just thought,
‘Right, my career’s over now. That’s it. I
can’t be a singer’. I was sad but because
of my religious upbringing I thought I’ve
got to get on with this. It is what it is. So
I just put everything on hold.”
Lily was born and six months later
she was pregnant for a second time,
this time with her son Karl. But she
was determined to better herself and
trained first as a beautician and then as a
counsellor before resolving to make it as
24

you actually spend four hours talking
and two hours recording, which is how
real music is made. There’s so much
pressure on the producers because the
record labels are paying them money to
deliver a product but the best music is
made in an organic way. When Eg and
I went into the studio, we’d sit and talk
about life: I’ve got this going on, this
boyfriend’s annoying me, things like
that. What I didn’t realise is that he was
noting down every word I’d say. So if I
turned to Eg and I said, “You know, it’s
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Rebecca Fergusson released her most recent album Superwoman in 2016 which reached No 7 in the UK charts. Her new single “Uncrazy” is amazing and was
released on 1st December 2017

not about money, it’s not about cars, it’s
not about houses, it’s about love.’ He’d
write it down and say, ‘Right, there’s
your chorus’.”
And so it proved. The words, “No
money, no house, no car, can beat love’,
went on to form part of Nothing’s Real
But Love, Ferguson’s most successful
hit to date. And Heaven, the album they
worked on together, reached number
3 in the UK chart and sold a million
copies worldwide.
This was followed by four more Top
10 albums including, Freedom, Lady
Sings The Blues and Superwoman. The

She has also been invited to sing
with Andrea Bocelli – “a real moment
in my career” – and went on tour
with that living legend Lionel Ritchie,
which included a memorable night
at the 20,000-capacity O2 Arena. On
one memorable occasion she was
offered £100,000 for a one-off gig but
the spoilsports at her record company
insisted she attend an awards ceremony
instead and Emeli Sande stepped in to
take her place.
Then of course there was the time she
was invited to sing at Donald Trump’s
inauguration ball but, along with Sir

When people compared me with
Aretha Franklin I was flattered
but I thought it was a little bit too premature.
power of her singing led to comparisons
with the Queen of Soul herself, Aretha
Franklin, but Ferguson is too modest and
grounded to let such talk go to her head.
“When people compared me with
her I was flattered but I thought it was a
little bit too premature,” she says. “You
don’t compare a 23-year-old singer to a
living legend. Give it another 10 or 20
years and then, if people still feel that
way, I’ll accept it.”

Elton John, Celine Dion, Moby and a
number of other A-list stars, she turned
him down.
Whilst Ferguson’s reputation went
from strength to strength, all was not
well behind the scenes. “I’d gone from a
girl who earned £20 working hard from
nine till six, then going to college to
study to be a lawyer but still not making
much money, to all of a sudden making
hundreds of thousands. My whole eight26

year career, if I’m honest, has been about
constant rip-offs. Everyone talks about the
dark side of the industry – I’ve seen every
side of it. You’re given an accountant,
you’re given a manager, you’re given an
agent and collectively they work to take
and, because you’re so young, you give.”
A year ago, after completing a tour
that generated £600,000 in revenue but
didn’t pay her “a single penny”, she
decided to self-manage.
“I’m at a point in my career where
I want to enjoy it,” she says. And this
is good news for Boisdale as she has
signed up to do an two-week residency
at Boisdale Canary Wharf in January
where she will perform a repertoire of
jazz classics made famous by the likes
of Etta James, Billie Holiday and Nina
Simone, all artists she reveres.
“I met Ranald (Macdonald, the
proprietor of Boisdale) years ago when
he booked me for something and he’s
just been really kind and lovely and we
really got on,” she says. “I remember I
had a conversation with Ranald and I
said, ‘I’d love to come and sing here’.”
She adds: “When you get to your
deathbed, you’re not going to look back
and say, ‘I had so many fans, I sold so
many records’ – you’re going to look
back and ask: ‘Was I happy?’. “I’m an
artist ultimately. I’m not interested in
accolades, I’m just interested in making
good music and enjoying life on a
deeper level.”
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LIVING THE DREAM
Boisdale Life MD, Harry Owen meets billionaire entrepreneur Barbara Bank
and is immersed in wine, horses and empire building
WORDS BY HARRY OWEN

California Chrome’s 2016 campaign.
Did Barbara ever bet on him? “No I'm
very superstitious and I never bet on my
own horses. My husband was driving us
crazy in the wine business in 2003 and
so I said, 'Why don't you get a hobby?' He
bought a racehorse and then two farms
in Kentucky, one in Florida and more
horses, so now we're in the racehorse
business. We're the leading consigner of
yearlings in Kentucky.”
While Banke has moved aggressively
to purchase fillies, part of her business
strategy has also been to buy or campaign
colts in partnership, both to secure their
future stud careers and to spread the
risk. “We don’t stand stallions ourselves,
so it makes sense for us to partner with
folks who do, on colts that we hope are
stallion prospects,” she says. Her Ascot
winner was the 7-2 shot Lady Aurelia,
who produced a stunning performance
at the King's Stand Stakes.
Barbara has been joined on this trip
by her daughter Julia, who also has a
passion for horses, “I do dressage,” she
says. “In fact I recently purchased a
Lusitano that I'm going to ride at home”.
Day-to-day, Julia is involved in the JFW
sales and marketing. I asked Julia to
describe the structure of the families’
involvement in the business. “Mama is
the Chair,” she says endearingly. “Don

June 20th 2017 The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge presenting the King’s Stand Stakes trophy at Royal
Ascot to Barbara Banka (third left) and connections. The race was won by American filly Lady Aurelia
for the second year running, bred in Kentucky by Jackson Family Wine owned, Stonestreet Stables. The
winning jockey was John Velazquez (centre) and trained by Wesley Ward (far right)

up of a number of new vineyards.
In 2013, the company acquired the
former Soléna Estate and adjacent Gran
Moraine Vineyard in Yamhill-Carlton,
as well as Zena Crown Vineyard in

I'm very superstitious and
I never bet on my own horses.
Julia Jackson and Barbara Banke in the Courtyard of Boisdale of Belgravia www.boisdale.co.uk

’ve met two people this year
that have created billion dollar
enterprises from start-ups and
surprisingly, neither of them were tech
entrepreneurs. Rather less unexpected,
they were both American. The first was
Vernon Hill, the dynamic, larger-than-life
entrepreneur behind Commerce Bank in
the US and recently the UK challenger
brand, Metrobank. The second was
Barbara Banke, who whilst less gregarious
than Vernon, was quietly commanding as
she arrived with a small entourage for
lunch at Boisdale of Belgravia.
Barbara Banke is a trained lawyer
who graduated from UCLA in 1975,
following this with a degree from
UC Hastings College of Law, in San
Francisco. In 1982, she started Jackson
Family Wines (JFW) with her husband,
the late Jess Stonestreet Jackson.
Regulars at Boisdale restaurants will
almost certainly have tried their flagship

brand Kendall Jackson Chardonnay
(currently we are on the ’13 vintage).
She became chairman and proprietor
after her husband's death in 2011 and
today the family owns over 30,000
acres of vineyards in California. Forbes
estimates that the family-owned group
is worth $2.3 billion, which has taken
less than 35 years to accumulate. It is
arguably the epitome of the American
dream; capitalism and free enterprise at
its most impressive.
Banke is continuously seeking out
new investments and opportunities,
both in California and beyond. The wine
business is now a multi-million dollar
operation with many people involved,
but at the heart of it is Banke. As CEO
Rick Tigner explains, "Barbara is the one
pulling the trigger."
What brings her to the UK? “I have
several reasons to come, including wine.
London is very important for the wine
28

press, it doesn't just stay in the UK; it
goes out to Asia and Eastern Europe. I
also like to come for Royal Ascot where
we won in June, which was great. It's
mostly work but we are going to Kew
Gardens this afternoon and then seeing
some English bubbles on Thursday,
before shopping on Friday. Or I could go
to the Tattersalls and buy a horse.”
Barbara is as well known in
thoroughbred breeding circles, as
she is in wine. The family purchased
Stonestreet Farm in 2005 on a historic
parcel of rolling Woodford County
acreage, dotted with freshwater springs,
near the town of Versailles, Kentucky. By
2007 a product of the stable, three-yearold colt named Curlin, would go on to
win the $5 million Breeders’ Cup Classic
and a year later the $6 million Dubai
World Cup. Curlin became the all-time
leading money earner in the history of
American racing, a title he retained until

(Hartford) is the Vice Chair and I work
mostly with our international team.”
Indeed the whole family plays a role.
Son Christopher, 28, sits on the JFW
board and launched his own project, the
Seismic Brewing Co. in Sonoma County
last year. While eldest daughter Katie, is
VP of sustainability and technological
innovations in the wineries.
Does JFW follow Napoleonic Law on
primogeniture? I ask Barbara how far
they plan forward. Is it for three or four
generations? “We have everything in a
company and in Trust, so it's something
that will pass down fairly easily. In
the short term we continue building
the legacy. They say that the second
generation is usually the easiest to
contend with and statistically if you can
get past the third generation, you're safe.”
The last four years has seen an
expansive phase for JFW and the buying

Eola-Amity Hills. Following this in
2016, JFW purchased noted producers
Penner-Ash Wine Cellars and the
WillaKenzie Estate. JFW also invested
in vineyards in South Africa, launching
a brand there called Capensis. Are
there more acquisitions on the horizon?

all run separately. Kendall-Jackson is
just one of the wineries but we have
everything from Kendall-Jackson to
Vérité, which produces small wines,
and many in between.” And how many
bottles of wine are being manufactured
across the group? “I'd say 6.2 million
bottles a year depending on the
vintage.” Julia explains that they let the
winemakers have a free rein. “ They do
terroir-driven wines. A lot of them are
inter-site specificities, wines that speak
to each site that we own and as a family
we just provide them with the tools and
equipment. Other than that we're pretty
hands off in terms of wine making.”
So what do Barbara and her family
enjoy drinking at home. “We drink a
lot of different wines. It depends but
we do drink a lot of Chardonnay and
Pinot Noirs. I love Pinot and there's a
whole new market that's just starting to
discover it. I spend a fair amount of time

We have 50 different wine properties,
producing about 6.2 million bottles a year.

“I think we want to assimilate the
properties that we've purchased over
the past few years,” she says. “We're
a collection of wineries. We have 50
different wine properties and they're

in Kentucky at our horse operations and
the people I know there who were big
Cabernet drinkers are all drinking Pinot
Noir now. If they're drinking it there,
they're doing it elsewhere."
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IN DEFENCE OF DRAWING
Arabel Windsor Hoye meets the avant-garde artist Anna Mazzotta. Trained at The Wimbledon School of Art and The Royal
College of Art and painting primarily from her imagination, Anna is heavily influenced by Art Deco, the theatre, silent
movies and jazz. One of the youngest ever winners of the highly prestigious Jerwood Drawing Prize, she is understandably a
fierce defender of the medium and is somewhat disparaging of some contemporary trends in the art world.
WORDS BY ARABEL WINDSOR HOYE

The Watch Sale is one of the leading watch auctions in the UK. Held monthly it
offers the watch enthusiast the widest range of luxury brands and sought after
rarities. To consign a watch for auction please visit www.fellows.co.uk/valuations

Upcoming Auctions:
Tuesday 30th January at 11am
Tuesday 27th February at 11am
Tuesday 24th April at 11am

Breguet Classique

Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso Tourbillon

Patek Philippe Retrograde

Sold for £7,300

Sold for £16,000

Perpetual Calendar
Sold for £39,000

View our catalogues online and bid online at www.fellows.co.uk
London Office

| 3 Hill Street | Mayfair | London W1J 5LA | 020 7127 4198

Head Office & Saleroom | Augusta House | 19 Augusta Street | Birmingham B18 6JA | 0121 212 2131

WH – So tell me why you feel
particularly passionate about
drawing as a medium?
AM – Because drawing is just as
important as painting, if not more
important. It's purer. It just tells you if
you're an artist or not! With drawing
you can't hide behind paint, you can't
hide behind shapes. I think, especially
in colleges, drawing should be pushed
more, up to the same level as painting.
AWH – I remember students used to
draw at college?
AM – Yes, they used to but I think
since, I don't know if I should say this,
I think Charles Saatchi has had quite an
influence on the art world and not all of
it was positive.
AWH – He changed the game didn't
he?
AM – Yes, it's changed quite drastically.
AWH – Did you go to the Sensations
exhibition?
AM – Yes and I know people that
were part of the exhibition who I went
to college with. Everything is too fast
now in the art world now. I went to the
National Portrait Gallery recently and
there's a huge focus on painters of big
heads, big heads were everywhere? Big
heads, big heads, big heads, everybody's
doing big heads and the reason people
are doing big heads is because it's easy. If
you start with a big head you end up with
a big head. Most artists are using a slide
projector anyway.
AWH – Is that like painting by
numbers?
It’s a trick and not many people know
this, but they trace over the head and
then just fill it in. Where's the art in that?
Anybody can do that if they have the
apparatus. It’s not pure and they’re not
suffering. I suffer when I paint. I suffer
when I draw, just to get it right.
AWH – Physically or emotionally?
AM – Everything, everything,
everything.
AWH – Has art become simply very
clever marketing?
AM – Anybody could be an artist if you
had the right people behind you, literally
anybody. The ‘art’ now, is literally the art
of marketing, not the actual work.
AWH – So, where is it all going wrong?

‘The Black Widows Catch’ by Anna Mazzotta
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2) long statement

7.4 Lead-out statements
1) short statement

2) long statement

7.3 Lead-in statements
1) short statement

amazing. I kept that in my brain and I
used it. I like to sit in cafes and watch
people and shapes.
AWH – I'm amazed all of this work is
from your imagination.
AM – Yes, there's a lot going on in
my head. I feel very intelligent when I'm
painting and drawing but in everyday
life I'm not very articulate. Loads of
artists are very, very articulate. I'm more
interested in what they actually have to
produce, what their paintings are like
and if they amaze me.
AWH – Does music have an impact on

7.1 Top straplines
1) short strapline

Who are the custodians, is it the curators,
the art colleges, is it the auction houses?
AM – I think they are all colluding
with one another, even the press.
Nicholas Serota (former director of the
Tate art museums and galleries), he's not
helping much.
AWH – Yes it's a bit sad. Does it need
to start in schools?
AM – I think it needs to start in schools
and we need to go out more. The National
Gallery has good art, real art. I went to see
the Russian Arts at the Royal Academy a
few months ago. I love the Russian artists
and their work is beautiful.
AWH – How long does it take you to
create a piece of work?
AM – Generally, the drawings do
not take me too long because they are
spontaneous and it's whatever I have in
my mind at that moment. They are quite
fast actually, even the larger ones could
take me up to a day, two days at the most
and they're quite large.
AWH – And you're drawing simply
from ideas?
AM – I'm drawing from my
imagination. If I had something in front
of me I couldn’t do it. I have to be locked
in, completely in my own world.
AWH – But you must have reference
points?
AM – I'm a great film buff and I used
to watch a lot of movies, I grew up on
Hollywood films. It’s also what I see in
the street, people. The other day, this
lady with a green scarf walked by me
and the reflection on her cheek was

your work?
AM – I love jazz and I always listen
to music very loud, when I'm working.
Sometimes when I can't hear the music
anymore that's when the inspiration
takes over.
AWH – And where's your studio?
AM – In my home, I used to have a
studio at Spike Island (the Waterside
exhibition space, cafe and creative hub
for contemporary art and design in
Bristol) but I found it quite distracting
when the other artists asked me for
coffee, I didn't get any work done because
I do like coffee. I’ve found I now need to
be completely isolated.
AWH – Whose work do you admire?
AM – Well I know he’s dead, but John
Bellany, I love John Bellany's work and
that of Paula Rego.
AWH – Do you consider yourself part
of the scene?
AM – No, I've always been outside
because my work is different. I've always
been an outsider. When I started college
everybody had a procedure style. They
used wax which was a fad at college. I
thought, why's everybody doing the same
thing? I wanted to do something different.
Every time I had my assessment my tutor
used to say, 'And now for something
completely different', so I think it's good
to be different.
AWH – And how would you describe
your painting style? Is it 1920s Art Deco?
AM – Timeless with a hint of vintage, a
hint of 1920s or '30s, it's the era that I like,
quite classy, like Vaudeville.
AWH – Finally, what’s the big
ambition?
As long as I'm painting and making a
living from it, I'm happy.

2) long strapline

Anna Mazzotta in front of her piece ‘The Bridesmaids’, currently on display at the Pelham Hotel
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‘His Grandfather Gold Watch’ by Anna Mazzotta
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IF I RULED THE WORLD
WORDS BY TOM PARKER BOWLES
Power tends to corrupt,’ mused
Lord Acton nearly a century and
a half ago, ‘and absolute power
corrupts absolutely.’ He may well have
a point but seeing that I now 'Rule the
World', dangerous thinking like this
would, of course, be banned. I’m all
for freedom of speech, but only the
freedom of MY speech.
But I’m getting ahead of myself. In the
first hours of my assuredly uncorrupt
reign of peace and pure tranquillity, I’d
install machine gun posts at the top of
every tube escalator with instructions
to open fire on any fool who stands
on the left. We all know the left is for
walking. I cannot, alas, claim credit for
this inspired idea. But it’s as sound, as
it is sensible. As long as bodies were
disposed of quickly (using gangs of
those irritating buskers who assail you
between stops with harmonicas and
nose flutes), it would greatly assist
the smooth running of the London
Underground system.
Next, I’d ban middle aged men
wearing Lycra. With immediate effect.
All violators would be shipped off to
the Milton Keynes Leisure Centre,
where they’d be forced to watch Dick
Whittington (or Mother Goose, or some
other wretched pantomime starring
The Krankies, Gary Wilmot and that
fella off Hollyoakes) again and again,
until they devour their own helmet in
deranged despair.
It’s bad enough that cyclists (and I
mean those lawless desperados, not

and maple syrup drenched
debacle is nothing short of
an outrage. Real men don’t
eat brunch. Real women
neither.
Anyone who plonks
a plate of food down
before you in a restaurant,
followed by the word,
‘enjoy,’ will be made to
endure Michael Mcintyre
Live!, trussed to a chair,
with their eyes taped open,
for weeks at a time. ‘Enjoy’
that,
you
overfamiliar
fool. The same goes for
anyone taking an order
in a restaurant without a
notepad, or interrupting
a conversation to explain
something we’re about to
eat. Something we chose
barely five minutes ago. If it
needs explaining, my interest’s waning.
Oh, and anyone who clicks their fingers /
waves a napkin / shouts uncouthly to get
a waiter’s attention will be dismembered
on the spot.
Turkey would be banned from the
kitchen table. As would Christmas
pudding, mince pies, Christmas cake
and all the rest of the stolid, lumpen
mess that makes the British Christmas
lunch the least joyous meal in existence.
The very mention of ‘clean eating’
would become verboten, as it’s not only
half-baked and moronic, but nefarious
and dangerous too. Food should be

Anyone who plonks a plate of food down before
you in a restaurant, followed by the word, ‘enjoy,’
will be made to endure Michael McIntyre Live.

the small minority of honest, upright,
Highway Code hugging heroes) run
red lights, ride three abreast, hog the
pavement and generally treat cars with
disdain. But to do so while crammed
into synthetic, Day-Glo material, every
last love handle and man boob lovingly
caressed, is nothing short of obscene.
Then there is brunch. Any meal that
takes two perfectly civilized ones and
crams them into one smug, avocado

enjoyed and adored, not stigmatised
and abhorred. Any person asking for
‘gluten free’ (unless they genuinely
suffer from the truly debilitating celiac
disease) would not just be ignored, but
publically pilloried.
I’d also ban the theatre, with the
sole exception of Shakespeare. And
'Matilda'. In doing so, you, my loyal
and adoring subjects, are being spared
ratty, moth-eaten and excruciatingly
32

uncomfortable seats, the warm fart
whiff of mass smuggery and a tepid,
wan and hideously overpriced glass
of half time champagne. Yuk. As
an important addendum, a special
'Backroom of Hell' must be reserved
for Restoration ‘comedy,’ which is, as
we all know, about as funny as a rusty
penile catheter.
Now I’ve decanted most of my
everyday rage into the gleaming vessel
of my autonomous rule, onto matters
more serious. The use of, and research
into, medical marijuana would be
legalised, with immediate effect. The
fact that it cannot be used to treat
many serious, hideously painful and
often terminal conditions is utterly
criminal. Oh, and politicians would not
be allowed to stand without at least six
years’ experience of the real world.
Finally 'please' and 'thank you' would
become mandatory. I’m convinced the
world with be a far better place with
a few more manners. Now I couldn’t
care less if you dump your elbows
on the table, or eat with your mouth
open, or lick the plate clean. Piddling
infractions, at worse. But saying 'please'
and 'thank you' is not just polite, but
the very foundation of a civilised
society. Treat others as you’d expect to
be treated yourself. Show a little bloody
respect. And if you don’t agree with
me, I want your bloodied, hacked off
and insolent head served up to me on a
plate. Please.
33
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MY (SMALL) PART IN THE
DOWNFALL OF SOVIET RUSSIA
Celebrated author, historian and conscientious campaigner Nikolai Tolstoy, reflects on his personal protracted crusade
against Bolshevism, ironically resulting in his arrest by the British Police and what it means to carry the Tolstoy legacy

Delicious is everything.

WORDS BY NIKOLAI TOLSTOY

Hand-Dipped Bottle.
Our red wax is a symbol of our commitment to
the way Bill Samuels Sr. created Maker’s Mark.
Every bottle is still hand-dipped in our signature
red wax. And, as always, our bourbon is aged
to taste, ensuring a consistency and quality
that make it Maker’s Mark.

Small Batch Bourbon.
We make our bourbon in small batches
in vats made from 100-year-old cypress.
We remain one of the few distillers
to rotate our barrels by hand so
they mellow in their own
distinctive way.

makersmark.com
WE MAKE OUR BOURBON CAREFULLY. PLEASE ENJOY IT THAT WAY.
Maker’s Mark® Bourbon Whisky, 45% Alc./Vol. ©2015 Maker’s Mark Distillery, Inc. Loretto, KY
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any eyes have been cast on Russia
this October, the centenary of
the Bolshevik Revolution. Next
year, too, at home and abroad Russians
will commemorate the massacre of the
Emperor Nicholas II, together with his
wife and children. Historians will pose
and seek to answer questions relating to
Russia’s century-long chapter of horrors,
as well as speculating on what many fear
may prove a troubled future.
Although I was born in England
fifteen years after my father’s escape in
1920, I was brought up in a Russianspeaking household, Orthodox by
baptism, inclination and very conscious
of my Russian roots. My father’s flight
had been a terrifying experience. His
mother had died in 1916, after the
Bolshevik capture of our home city
of Kazan when he was seven years
old, his life was preserved throughout
two years’ concealment by his valiant
English nanny, Lucy Stark. My greataunt Lily, who also remained with
him, described to me how Lucy would
exclaim scornfully, on witnessing some
brutal crime perpetrated in the streets by
drunken Bolsheviks: ‘of course, it could
never happen in England!’ She was of
course right, even though Mr Corbyn
might wish it otherwise.
When Britain and the infant Soviet
Union made peace at the Treaty of
Copenhagen, brave Lucy persuaded the
Rev F.W. North, former British Embassy
chaplain in Moscow, to register my
father as liable to ‘repatriation’ on the
pretty transparent pretence that he
was her illegitimate son. Travelling
to England via Finland, he was
more fortunate than most émigrés in
possessing wealthy English relations to
welcome and protect him.
Brought up on such vivid tales, I
espoused at an early age an entrenched
antipathy to the bloodstained regime
established by the Bolsheviks after
three years’ civil war. To many today,
these events must appear to belong
to an all but forgotten era. In fact, it
is not so very long ago. Ten days ago
I was invited by the Ataman of the
Semirechensk Cossack Host to visit
them in distant Almaty in Central Asia,

Soviet propaganda poster, ‘Don't Gossip and be on the lookout: These days, the walls talk’

to be presented with a glittering Cossack
sabre. Among my hosts was a splendidlooking veteran, whose vigorous curly
hair and beard made him appear like a
figure from one of Repin’s paintings. I
learned to my astonishment that he is
112 years old! (Lest any reader nurture
suspicion, I would point out that the

Russian Government encountered no
difficulty in providing me with a copy
of my father’s birth certificate from 1912)
Thus he was born at the time of the 1905
Revolution, and was twelve when the
Bolsheviks seized power.
Although a mere juvenile in
comparison, I was enabled to gain
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from my older contemporaries many
glimpses of the pre-Revolutionary era.
In our church I admired the magnificent
moustaches of a former Tsarist
policeman, who proudly described
how he had arrested the future Soviet
Marshal Voroshilov during a street riot
in 1905. I also knew Sir Thomas Preston,
British Consul in Ekaterinburg in 1918,
who lamented to me that with further
effort he might conceivably have been
able to save the Imperial family. Another
remarkable survivor of that troubled era
whom I encountered was Baron Erik
Palmstierna, who had in vain urged his
colleague the Swedish Prime Minister
of the day to inform Kerensky of the
imminent arrival of Lenin in Petrograd
in 1917. He urged that Lenin should be
immediately incarcerated: how much
misery might Russia and the world
have been spared, had his advice been
heeded! Regrettably, nothing suggests
that the posturing Kerensky was capable
of such decisive action.
My own knowledge of life in Imperial
Russia derived principally from my two
much-loved great-aunts Maroussia and
Lily, who were born in 1881 and 1882.
From them, I learned details of life at
the court of Nicholas II, where my greatgrandfather Pavel Sergeievich was one
of the Emperor’s chamberlains and also
of our country estate in the province
of Kazan. Neither of these formidable
ladies ever fully accommodated
themselves to life in emigration, both
speaking with the strongest of Russian
accents and never quite understanding
life in twentieth-century Britain. Not
long after our marriage, Aunt Lily came
to stay with us in the country. I had
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just bought my first stereo gramophone
set, on which to entertain her I played
a Strauss waltz. Tears welled up as it
recalled for her the great ball in the
Winter Palace commemorating three
centuries of Romanov rule over Russia.
Suddenly she appeared puzzled, and
asked me where the music was coming
from. I pointed out the twin speakers,
but she interrupted my explanation:
“We had nothing like this in Russia, but
my father had a chorus of slaves who
sang to us in our theatre”.
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he had ordered my book Victims of Yalta
to become compulsory reading at the
Russian Staff College. (It was in England
that its sequel was officially censored,
being the first book to be banned in
Britain for two centuries – its predecessor
being Thomas Paine’s The Rights of Man.
Life can be strange at times).
The
censorship,
which
was
implemented by a forged legal document
circulated to all public and university
libraries in Britain, arose from my
exposure of the late Lord Aldington

I had always trusted I would live
to see Communism overthrown.
Nikolai Tolstoy’s father arriving in the UK, as reported by the Daily Mail, 24th May 1920

My own contributions to the
protracted and seemingly futile crusade
to overthrow Bolshevism were more
modest. As a hot-headed youth in 1956,
I appeared at Victoria Station to mount
a lone protest against the arrival of
Bulganin and Khrushchev. “KEEP THE
RED BEASTS OUT!” read my hastily
unfurled poster. It was torn from my
hands by a rough-looking group of men
whom I took for Bolshevik agents. They
proved in fact to be the British Railway
Police, who were not pleased when
I punched their leading figure on the
nose. Off I was taken in a Black Maria
to a police station, where an amiable
sergeant expressed sympathy for my

(born Low) as a war criminal. As Chief
of Staff of the British 5 Corps in Austria,
he issued orders for the handover of
some 70,000 Russian and Yugoslav
prisoners-of-war and civilian refugees
to be massacred or enslaved by the
savage regimes of Stalin and Tito. Rather
than counter my charges by reasoned
argument based on evidence, he looked
to the English courts to silence me. He
was not disappointed. Judge Michael
Davies, who selected himself to hear
the case, also concealed the fact that he
lived six miles from Aldington, where
they belonged to the same small private
golf club. Davies duly persuaded the
jury to find me guilty and I was fined a

That evening the BBC news reported that “a man
calling himself Tolstoy has been arrested”.

Nikolai’s great-grandfather, Count Pavel Sergeievich
Tolstoy-Miloslavsky
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stand. That evening the BBC news
reported that “a man calling himself
Tolstoy has been arrested”.
In my more mature years, I turned
to the pen as my weapon, and wrote
books exposing crimes perpetrated by
the Soviets – regrettably, in a notorious
instance in 1945, with duplicitous
British collaboration. One or two of my
books were passed about behind the Iron
Curtain in samizdat – until eventually
a memorable day arrived in the early
1990s when a genial Russian general
informed me at a Moscow gathering that
36

record-breaking £1.5 million (afterwards
condemned by the European Court of
Human Rights). Aldington’s defence
depended throughout on an alibi, whose
veracity was blown apart a few months
after the trial, by discovery of an official
message recording the true date of his
departure from Austria. Following
the trial, the Imperial War Museum
enterprisingly recorded for history the
testimony of witnesses gathered in
London for the trial. All involved – save
one – have permitted public access to
the tape recordings.

The exception was Lord Aldington,
who on 26 August 1993 instructed the
Director of Sound Recordings: “I cannot
agree that the recordings or transcripts of
the interview with me be made available
for public review or copying for the
time being... I do not want to complicate
affairs by having on record for the public
any statements different from those I
made on oath in the courts.” Although
Aldington has long ago departed to
another world, his family has – possibly
wisely – continued the ban.
From early days I had always trusted,
although not I confess over-confidently,
that I would live to see Communism
overthrown. That magical day arrived
when I was strolling one day in

beloved home of Leo Tolstoy. Some are
Russian-born; others come from Paris,
Copenhagen, Rome and New York – in
my case, rural Berkshire. All are united
in their love of Russia, and play a part,
modest but heartfelt, in furthering the
restoration of our ravaged country.
At times I am almost inclined to feel
that it was the Whites, who in the long
run, won the Civil War. I recall English
newspaper articles gently mocking my
assertion that St Petersburg would one
day reappear on the map. Deluded,
too, appeared my expressed desire to
hold a Russian passport – but only if
it bore the Imperial two-headed eagle
on its cover. It was President Yeltsin
who personally intervened to grant
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a dream. When sour-faced Remoaners
describe me – a committed Brexiteer
– as hostile to Europe, I gently remind
them that I am at least as cosmopolitan
as they, being not only a British subject,
but also a citizen of the biggest country
in Europe – one which will never bow
to the crumbling EU. As for the Crimea,
it has been Russian since the time of
Catherine the Great. It was there that
my grandparents met on holiday in
1911, where they fell in love on the
tennis courts.
Western grumblers would do well to
abandon their dream of conquering it for
the Ukraine. Or might they not redirect
their attention nearer home - to France’s
equally arbitrary recovery of AlsaceLorraine in 1918?
On a lighter note, I am occasionally
asked whether there be any particular
advantage to being a Tolstoy. I fancy my
greatest triumph in this respect occurred
at school, when Picture Post carried an
interview with Marilyn Monroe. When
gorgeous Marilyn was asked what she
considered the happiest moments in her
life, she replied sweetly: “Being curled
up in bed with Tolstoy”. Again, many
years later when attending a reception
at the House of Lords, I was introduced
to an American lady who enthused
over my name. To my embarrassment,
I noticed beside me a distinguishedlooking Englishman smiling gently.
I felt a little foolish, until he too was
introduced – his name proved to be Sir
Geoffrey Shakespeare. Afterwards, Sir
Geoffrey turned to me and said: “you
know, Nikolai, I think you and I should
go on a combined lecture tour of the
United States!”

Sometimes these twists and turns of history
appear to me something of a dream.

Washington. Coming round a corner, I
thrilled as I saw our Imperial tricolour
flying over the Russian Embassy. Great
changes began in Russia, some of the
more modest of which were dear to my
White Russian heart. I was soon invited
to become a patron of the restored
College of Heralds in St Petersburg,
while our daughter Anastasia’s first
major social occasion in Russia was to
attend the newly-revived Ball of the
Nobility in Moscow.
Every other year the Tolstoy
family assembles at Yasnaya Polyana,

me just such a passport, with the eagle
proudly flaunted on its cover. He also
decreed that I was to be enabled to
inspect secret archives held by various
ministries, which proved me right in
drawing conclusions, which in Britain
had earned me a fine of £1,500,000.
Within the grim portals of the Lubianka,
General Kandaurov of the KGB politely
showed me where the White generals
betrayed by the British in 1945 had
been interrogated.
Sometimes these twists and turns
of history appear to me something of

Nikolai Tolstoy’s grandfather, great-aunt Maroussia
and grandmother at Yalta
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STURGEON’S GAMBLE
In the wake of the Catalonian crisis, former Minister of State 1997-2003 and Energy Minister 2001-2003, the Right
Honourable Brian Wilson believes that Sturgeon’s demand for a second Scottish referendum has monumentally
backfired. He also observes that the SNP is clearly failing on education, health and the economy.
WORDS BY BRIAN WILSON

The First Minister admitted she was 'thinking pretty deeply' about calling another referendum

t is small wonder that Scottish
Nationalists have offered their
services as cheerleaders to their
Catalonian counterparts. While the rest
of Europe has rapidly distanced itself
from the illegal unilateral declaration
of independence, the SNP-run Scottish
government has found it necessary to
express “respect and understanding”
for this act of derring-do. They might
as well have attached a message saying:
“Wish it was us”.
Encouraging the break-up of another
European state is a consolation prize for
those who have failed to break up their
own. Of course, there could be political
pickings down the road: if the secessionist
precedent was set in Spain, it might make
the Scottish case easier to argue. However,
it’s a risky strategy, which Spain is
unlikely to forgive or forget and through
its Catalonian meddling, the SNP has
killed off any chance it might have had of
linking independence to continuing EU
membership, which remains one of its
central platforms.
In reality, Catalonia has been replicating
a phenomenon with which Scotland has
long been familiar, whereby a noisy,
substantial minority seeks to convey

the impression of being the majority. In
Scotland, it took a referendum in 2014
to correct that misapprehension and the
result confirmed an important lesson:
flag-waving crowds, however vast, are a
poor guide to the balance of opinion in
a society divided along constitutional
lines. The arrogance of those who behave
as if they have the right to speak for
the nation may be able to persuade the
majority into discreet silence, but only
until they have the chance to strike back.

legacy. That is the one, which must be
abided by unless and until, it is changed
by democratic means. Scotland is not
Catalonia.
In the UK, there was no doubt about
the constitutional right to secede if that
is what a majority desired. However
much the Scottish Nationalists pretend
otherwise, their problem has never
been that someone is denying Scotland
something the majority demands; on
the contrary, it is that a clear majority
does not want it. This seems unlikely to
change any time soon but one clear lesson

As soon as they lost one referendum, the clamour
and maneuvering began for the next one.
Once the 2012 Scottish Parliament
elections delivered a pro-independence
majority, the demand for a referendum
was inescapable. David Cameron got
that right and I am sure many antiindependence Catalans would value the
same opportunity to put the issue to the
test. However, historical circumstances
have created a different constitutional
38

– which Madrid has doubtless noticed –
is that once the genie is out of the bottle,
it tends to stay there. In the mindset of
Nationalists, there is no such thing as
a “once-in-a-generation” referendum,
far less a permanent decision. As soon
as they have lost one referendum, the
clamour and maneuvering begin for
the next one. The effect of this on any

society is deeply divisive and corrosive.
The Scottish Nationalists have
lived for decades by tactical advance.
Whoever was in power at Westminster
was, by definition, doing Scotland
down. In rural Scotland, they presented
themselves as the most effective antiLabour vote. In the cities, they gained
ground by protesting that Labour
was not left-wing enough. The SNP’s
opponents bemoaned their own inability
to pin down the chameleon. In truth,
many who voted for the SNP had little
interest in “left” or “right” positioning
and even less in independence, so long
as it remained a remote prospect. The
SNP garnered their votes and seats on
the basis of a vague perception that they
“stood up for Scotland”.
Holyrood provided them with a
platform for a narrative of permanent
grievance and with devolution based
on proportional representation, it was
relatively easy for them to convert their
“substantial minority” status into one of
being the biggest party at Holyrood. Some
of us predicted it long before it happened.
The 2014 referendum led to a realignment
of Scottish politics with Scotland’s
constitutional status as fault line.
In the short-term, the SNP flourished
on that basis. The 45% who voted for
independence held together as a single
electoral force. While 45% does not win
referendums, it is enough to stroll home
under the Westminster electoral system.
With the referendum wounds still raw,
the 2015 General Election produced a
near wipe-out of other parties in Scotland.
The SNP took 58 of 61 available seats.
They were rulers of all they surveyed
and they might have held that position
indefinitely. Then along came the EU
referendum to disrupt this seemingly
inexorable process.
At first, it seemed that the Brexit
result was manna from heaven for the
SNP. Tactically, it could not have been
better from their perspective. The UK
as a whole voted to leave the EU, while
Scotland voted comfortably – by 62%
to 38% – to stay in. Scotland was being
dragged out of the EU against its will by
the wicked English. Only independence
could keep us in the EU and the Single
Market. The script could not have
been written any better or so it seemed
to Nicola Sturgeon as she pinned her
Saltire ever more hyperbolically to the
Brussels mast. Her demands for a second
independence referendum, more or less
straight away, went into overdrive based
on the supposed injustice to Scotland of
the Brexit vote.
There were, however, complications,
which Sturgeon had not foreseen and led

to her huge misjudgment in demanding
a second referendum. For a party, which
had lived so long by tactical positioning,
these were remarkable oversights. First,
it became clear that nobody but her own
hard core wanted a second independence
referendum any time soon, regardless of
Brexit. Furthermore, around one third
of SNP supporters had voted for Brexit –
a higher proportion than any other party
in Scotland! The idea that these people
would cry out for another independence
referendum, on the specific premise that
this would allow Scotland to remain
in the EU, was crass. At the same time,
support for the EU among Remain
voters was more nuanced than Sturgeon
assumed. As in the rest of the UK, most
were prepared to see how Brexit plays
out before becoming excited about it
– and certainly not excited enough to
want another independence referendum
by 2019.

described as mediocre. Economic growth
is virtually non-existent and certainly
below that of the UK. The economic
case for independence, ramshackle at
the best of times, has collapsed along
with the price of oil. The Scottish
situation is very different from wealthy
Catalonia. Scotland runs a £15 billion
deficit which would be cruelly exposed
if independence forced us to live within
our means.
According to most indicators, Scottish
education is in a mess with shocking
statistics for literacy and numeracy.
The much-vaunted policy of “free”
university tuition has actually resulted
in a lower proportion of students from
poorer backgrounds gaining access than
in the rest of the UK. While not exactly
in crisis, the NHS in Scotland recently
“failed” seven out of eight key indicators,
according to Audit Scotland. All this, in
spite of £1,400 more per capita public

Scotland runs a £15 billion deficit which would be
cruelly exposed if independence forced us to live
within our means.
The electorate had the opportunity
to articulate these messages in the 2017
General Election when 21 of the 58 SNP
MPs were sent packing, less than two
years after being elected. The swings
against sitting MPs, particularly in areas
where anti-EU sentiment ran high, were
astonishing. Alex Salmond lost his seat
on a 20% swing and the Westminster
leader, Angus Robertson, suffered a
similar fate as north-east Scotland,
where fishing is a huge issue, reverted
to the Tories. While England was fretting
over Theresa May’s dismal performance,
the long-lost army of natural Scottish
Tories who had been voting SNP for two
decades returned en masse to the fold.
Much to its own surprise, Labour picked
up eight seats. Tactical voting was
widespread and its principal motivator
was as opposition to the prospect of
a second independence referendum.
The SNP had paid a heavy price for
Sturgeon’s misguided opportunism.
Another factor was the electorate’s
increasing disenchantment with the
SNP’s performance in government at
Holyrood. While all the constitutional
maneuvering is undoubtedly their
primary preoccupation and political
raison d’etre, the SNP has also been
running devolved Scotland for a decade,
with results, which might generously be

expenditure than in the UK as a whole.
It takes a while, but eventually, the
electorate starts to notice.
The former SNP deputy leader, Jim
Sillars, said recently that Nicola Sturgeon
is only still in her leadership position
because there is nobody better to replace
her, which is probably now quite a
widespread feeling in Nationalist ranks.
Her poll ratings have tumbled from postreferendum stratospheric to the negative
territory of mortals. Despite all this,
however, it would be foolish to assume
that the Nationalist slide will continue or
accelerate. They still run Holyrood, albeit
as a minority government since 2016.
Westminster, with all its uncertainties,
gives them a platform and support for
independence still runs at around 40%.
If Brexit turns into a no-deal disaster,
as the Nationalists fervently hope,
they could still be the beneficiaries –
another very good reason for ensuring
that common sense prevails. The 2021
Holyrood elections will be crucial.
If there is again a separatist majority,
the whole rigmarole will start all over
again. At least, the Scottish electorate
will be a lot clearer in advance about
what is at stake - and that “lending”
votes to the SNP while at the same time
not wanting independence carries a
very high risk.
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SECOND WIND
John McEntee brings up the rear on the issue (and issuing) of flatulence and includes advice on how to improve the aroma
WORDS BY JOHN MCENTEE
ight-on comedian David Mitchell
earnestly asks in The Observer:
“Where do you stand on farts?”
Oh how we all tittered. Fart is of course
a word to describe a bodily function
that was almost as taboo as ‘See You
Next Tuesday’. Now it seems to be
enjoying a second wind (you knew that
was coming didn’t you?)
Still, passing wind in polite society
remains bafflingly unacceptable. I
say “bafflingly” because so many
of life's conventions in the areas
of behaviour and manners have now
been abandoned. With bad language
now rarely frowned-upon and proper
dress codes for men and women a distant
memory, why is it that farting remains
the wind that dare not speak its name?
Like other boys I found farting a
source of raucous humour and was
jealous of peers who could produce

frequent or nosy explosions. As a lad
growing up in Ireland, I frequently heard
the familiar thunder clap of escaping
wind from my father and uncles, but
girls and women never passed wind, at

insertions were actually silencers
to suppress the sound of female farting
and as I'd never heard a feminine escape
of wind, my theory had to be correct. I
am wiser now but an alert ear has yet to

To this day,
I have never heard my mother fart.

least within earshot and, to this day, I
have never heard my mother fart.
In my early teens, deprived of
a proper sex education, I studied
magazine advertisements for tampons
and concluded that these rocket-like

Christian Poincheval invented the ‘Pilule Pet’ fart pill to convert the feculent smell of intestinal gas, into
a variety of charming fragrances including intense violets. His latest delightful aromas to ingest and
disseminate are Ginger Valentine and Christmas Chocolate. Available online for the conscientious at –
www.pilulepet.com
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detect a lady “cutting the cheese”.
So why a discussion now on
flatulence? There has been renewed
interest in the 66-year-old French
inventor Christian Poincheval who
has invented a pill, made from
natural ingredients including fennel,
blueberries and seaweed that can imbue
wind with the smell of roses, violets or
chocolate. It apparently also helps ease
indigestion.
On his website pilulepet.com (which
translates to “fart-pill”), Poincheval says
that the medicine works by regulating
digestion. The pills cost £8 for a jar of
60 and there is also a powdered version
that can be given to "dogs that stink".
Poincheval says that the idea came to
him at a dinner party with friends who
had become so flatulent that "we were
nearly suffocated". He determined that
he would create a solution.
The tablets have been on sale since
2006, but Poincheval, who is based
in the village of Gesvres in western
France, devised a new version in time
for last Christmas that made farts smell
of chocolate. He claims that he sells a
few hundred jars a month.
“I have all sorts of customers,” he
says. “Some buy them because they
have problems with flatulence and
some buy them as a joke to send to their
friends. Christmases always see a surge
in sales.”
But in the dog days of January and
February we continue to fart. It was
ever thus. Indeed, it surely began with
Adam in the Garden of Eden even
though there is no mention anywhere
in the old or New Testament of Eve
ever letting rip.

“What You see Might Not Be Real” created by artist Chen Wenling, representing his view on the global financial crisis. The farting bull represents Wall Street and
the Chinese for 'fart' (放屁), is also a slang term used to describe when someone is lying or bluffing. This explains why the man being shoved into the wall is Bernard
Madoff, eventually sentenced to 150 years in prison for his Ponzi scheme.

Historical comment on the ability to
fart at will is observed as early as Saint
Augustine's The City of God written in
the 5th century AD. Augustine mentions
men who “have such command of
their bowels, that they can break wind
continuously at will, so as to produce
the effect of singing”.

based
humour
in
entertainment
and the mass media varies over the
course of time and between cultures.
The Whoopee Cushion was invented
in the early 20th century, while today
a farting app for the iPhone earned
nearly £6,000 in one day.
A farting game named Touch

Farting surely began with Adam in the Garden of
Eden, though there is no mention anywhere in the
Old or New Testament of Eve ever letting rip.

Intentional passing of gas and its
use as entertainment for others appear
to also have been well known in premodern Europe, according to mentions
of it in medieval and later literature,
including Rabelais.
The social acceptability of flatulence-

Wood was documented by John Gregory
Bourke in the 1890s. It existed under the
name of Safety in the 20th century in the
US, and was still being played in 2011,
a year in which the Malawi Minister of
Justice, George Chaponda declared that
Air Fouling Legislation would make

public farting illegal in his country.
On the stage, Le Petomane (‘the
Fartomaniac’) was a famous French
performer in the 19th century who, as
well as many professional farters before
him, did flatulence impressions and
held shows. Mr Methane carries on le
Pétomane's tradition today, while the
2002 film ‘Thunderpants’ revolved
around a boy named Patrick Smash
with an ongoing flatulence problem
since he was born. He eventually
overcomes his problems and fulfills
his dream of becoming an astronaut.
Sadly I have been unable to unearth
any evidence of farting on the US Space
Shuttle or the International Space
Station. Presumably, even in space it is
frowned upon.
But I will leave you with what
Debrett's, that bible to proper
behaviour, grabs the nettle and offers
advice on what to do in the event
of an unexpected and accidental
fart escaping during conversation.
"Make your apologies and ask to be
excused." Sound advice!
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BURNS SUPPERS AND BRANDS

BANNED WAGON

Scotsman Piers Currie, who was the former Global Head of Brand at Aberdeen Asset Management,
reminds us of the cultural pitfalls that can arise when talking to foreigners!

Simon Clark, the Director of FOREST, marks ten years since the smoking ban in 2007 and demands that genuine
liberals must be prepared to fight against further attacks on our lifestyle choices, by the “bully state”

WORDS BY PIERS CURRIE

WORDS BY SIMON CLARK

epending on nationality, speakers
at international conferences tell
their tales of corporate success and
victory very differently. Our American
friends are never shy in talking up
successes. We British, on the other
hand, tend to use self-deprecation
to win over an audience and I
sense many prefer this.
Coming from a first generation, very
Scottish firm founded in the Highlands,
most tales of corporate heroism at my old
employer had a very defined cultural twist
– often around snatching defeat from the
jaws of victory. It’s more endearing and
will achieve the same result as the more
bullish transatlantic approach.
Holding a workshop with team
leaders and inviting stories that uniquely
articulate a company culture, is one way
of uncovering the elusive properties of a
corporate brand. Early stories can often
distil examples of teamwork, of people
going the extra mile and loyalties that
led to success. The challenge is to find
something special to the culture.    
Privately, my old firm enjoys tales
of near disaster averted and it doesn’t
matter if the stories are true or not. We
Scots have a flexible view of history
and the stories often bend to the poetic
in the telling. I have never found out
whether the client shooting day in the
Highlands actually involved a swan
being unfortunately shot and having to
be discreetly buried. It may or may not be
true that Japanese bankers were led into a
banquet held at the Gordon Highlanders
Museum, surrounded by paintings
of kilted Scottish soldiers skewering
Japanese military, whilst retaking
Singapore at the end of World War II. But
I like to imagine the stressed corporate
event manager desperately hunting down
curtains or sheets to cover the images.  
Formulaic solutions are often the
safest choice in the sometimes grim
world of corporate events. Repetition
helps reduce risk. As our Scottish firm
globalised, annual rituals like Burns
Suppers were exported around the
world, as an engaging client evening to
celebrate the national bard with bagpipes,
speeches and malt whisky, concluding
a long but profitable day of serious and
worthy investment seminars.
The further away from Scotland,

Piers Currie was the founding head of Brand at Aberdeen Asset Management, the global independent asset
manager that merged with Standard Life in August 2017

the more customised such events
became.
Facing
the
linguistic
challenge of the Selkirk Grace, the
important precursor of the dinner, is a
start. Middle Scots poetry can be obscure
– “some hae meat but cannae eat” – is
hard to grasp when English is a second
language. So modification of ritual
helped to evolve, soften and engage.  I
once ferociously tried to translate the
grace into Spanish, on the fly, for a Latin
American banker guest sitting next to me.
Meat, struggle and blood loyalties are as
recurring a Spanish cultural theme as a
Scots one. Algunos tienen carne, pero no
pueden comer. At the time, I thought it
made complete sense.
I have attended and taken part in
many of these near-Burns suppers
in foreign cities.
The Icelandic
financial establishment in Reykjavik
love the kilts and speeches (they have
trolls and shark meat festivals, so they
are nicely weird too) and we swore
allegiance to one another… when
they get their economy back on track.
The Swiss have their own Highland
Games in the mountains near Zurich,
a
strange
counter-culture
event
with fire-eaters and private bankers
on motorbikes. While a bardic Mr
Epstein of New York was once Burns
Supper master of ceremonies in
Philadelphia, a Scottish national being
unavailable. Haggis still remains a
banned foodstuff in the United States,
42

so a bland local mince was served.
Given the latitude of interpretation,
I recently offered to complete Burns
Suppers with additional performing
parts, supplementing the traditional
toasts with a bit of pantomime. I have
volunteered to play a historic English
villain to counterpoint the evening,
similar to Alan Rickman’s Sherriff of
Nottingham in Robin Hood Prince of
Thieves, blended with various English
actors playing evil euro-villains – the
English are generally acceptable villains
in Hollywood.
Then my convivial deputy CEO
suggested I might like to offer my
services as a corporate storyteller at all
Burns client dinners. I suddenly palled
at my waggish proposal and the thought
of a series of banquets in 25 countries, in
a frock coat. “Think of the repeat fees”
he retorted, with a Highland twinkle in
his eye.  
So there is here, a slight prisoner’s
dilemma. Brand by its very nature
requires a level of consistency, repetition
through necessity and clarity, easier
to do on video or in adverts than
performance art every time. Good brands,
like fine restaurants, highland regiments
and established universities need to have
eternal truths about them that are rarely
tampered with. So I said I would consider
the request to perform, although it is not
quite what I meant by setting up a brand
advisory business.

he smoking ban is either the
greatest thing the last Labour
government did or it’s the
ultimate expression of the nanny state.
Introduced ten years ago, the legislation
was brought in following a relentless
campaign carried out by a small cabal
of professional, well-organised antismoking activists.
Leading the way was Action on
Smoking and Health, a taxpayer-funded
pressure group. Months after MPs
voted to ban smoking in all enclosed
public places, ASH boasted that
the success of their campaign
had literally been a “confidence
trick”. Looking back it’s easy
to see why. Those demanding
a comprehensive ban with no
exemptions for pubs, bars or
private members’ clubs were a
small but vocal minority with
relatively little public support.
Worse, there was no need
for
legislation.
Voluntary
restrictions on smoking had been
in place for years. Long before the
state stepped in most offices and
many restaurants were smoke
free. Some, like the Notting
Hill restaurant run by TV chef
Antony Worrall Thompson, had
sought a compromise. Situated
on two floors the restaurant
allowed smoking on one floor
while prohibiting it on the other.
Customers had a choice and
it worked.
Today younger generations
are conditioned to believe that
before the ban every pub and bar
was a fug of toxic smoke that suffocated
customers and staff without mercy. As
a lifelong non-smoker and a regular
pub goer for many years I can honestly
remember only one occasion when
I entered a pub and it was so smoky
that my eyes watered. Come the new
millennium, many bars had installed
extremely effective air filtration systems
so the smoky environments of old are
increasingly rare.
Almost as nauseating is the smug
claim that “I no longer stink or have
to wash my clothes when I return from
the pub.” Did no-one wash their clothes
before the smoking ban? Did no-one

ever sweat or get their clothes dirty in
other ways? Was it the norm, before the
smoking ban, to wear the same shirt or
blouse, day after day? I never recall this
being a problem until a handful of antismoking zealots began to make an issue
of it.
Even contributors to Boisdale Life
have bought into this myth. At the
‘Editors Lunch’ to mark the magazine’s
birthday earlier this year I was
disappointed to find little support for
amending the legislation. Interestingly

Staunch defender of the right to choose one’s
own lifestyle (and Britain’s greatest living artist)
David Hockney

that puts them at odds with the general
public because even in recent years polls
have consistently found a small majority
in favour of allowing well-ventilated
smoking rooms in pubs and clubs.
Frankly I sensed something that
dare not speak its name – snobbery.
At Boisdale it’s not enough to have a
terrace where people can smoke. It has
to be called a ‘Cigar Terrace’. I imagine
it’s designed to appeal to a certain

demographic that considers cigarettes
to be a bit vulgar or second rate. A cigar,
like a fine wine, needs to be enjoyed at
a leisurely pace. Hence the attraction
of Boisdale’s warm and comfortable
smoking areas. However, if you want to
smoke a cigarette you have to nip outside
for five or ten minutes. It’s not ideal,
especially in bad weather, but millions
have adapted, albeit grudgingly, to the
enforced change.
With bar restaurants and childfriendly pubs in the ascendancy, I also
sense very little interest in the
fate of the traditional British
boozer. Figures show there are
11,383 fewer pubs in England
compared to 2006, a decline of
20.7 per cent since the smoking
ban was introduced in 2007.
While this is part of a long-term
trend and the smoking ban is
not the only factor, evidence
shows a clear acceleration in pub
closures after the legislation was
enforced, with pubs in poorer
urban areas suffering most.
Recent proposals by at least
one London borough to extend
the smoking ban to outdoor
areas including beer gardens
are as authoritarian as they are
predictable. This addiction to
excessive regulation must be
challenged. Cigarettes or cigars,
smoking is a legitimate habit
enjoyed by millions of ordinary,
decent people. Pubs and bars
must be allowed to accommodate
adults who wish to light up.
Final thought: the smoking
ban gave the green light to a level of
intolerance that has been depressing
to behold. Note too, how easily people
have been persuaded that even the
briefest exposure to ‘second-hand’
smoke is a genuine health risk. This
has been achieved by a combination of
zealots and fanatics working hand-inhand with a well-funded public health
industry that believes the end justifies
the means. The ‘smoke free’ legislation
is one of the most egregious examples
of the nanny – no, make that bully –
state. If we don’t take a stand, choices
that non-smokers hold dear will be
threatened too.
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HOLD YOUR NERVE
The UKs most insightful economist and Chairman of Capital Economics, Roger Bootle argues that no Brexit
deal is better than a bad deal. His latest brilliant book, “Making a Success of Brexit and Reforming the EU”, has
just been published by Nicholas Brealey
WORDS BY ROGER BOOTLE

At the time of this magazine going to print, Teresa May took an urgent call from Arlene Foster (DUP) interrupting her lunch with Jean-Claude Juncker – she is seen
here speaking at Lancaster House and outlining a 12-point plan for Brexit, 17th January 2017

n January, Prime Minister Theresa
May, speaking at Lancaster House
in London, stated clearly and
robustly that the UK would like to have
a “deep and special partnership” with
the EU, one that that would include a
Free Trade Agreement (FTA), allowing
tariff-free and interference-free trade
between the UK and the EU to continue
after Brexit.
But that was before Mrs May’s
calamitous decision to call a snap election
in June of this year and by the time of
her speech in Florence in September,
the British position appeared to have
softened. The UK was now prepared to
agree to a transition period of about two
years during which it would remain
a member of both the Customs Union
and the Single Market, while making a
payment to the EU – the so-called divorce
settlement – of some €20 billion. In short,
the chances have increased that the UK
will leave the EU without a deal.
When people talk of a “deal”, there
are two issues at stake. The first is the
conclusion of an FTA. The second
involves a ragbag of detailed and specific
issues on which there needs to be
agreement – even if there is no FTA – on

matters concerning customs clearance,
the rights of individual citizens, the
position facing the aviation industry and
a host of other such things.
In practice, given mutual goodwill,
it should be perfectly feasible to sort all
this out before March 2019, when the
UK is due to leave the EU. So the most
important question concerns tariffs and
access to the Single Market. It is widely
believed that unless we secure the “deal”
with the EU, the UK’s European trade
would be devastated. In fact, this view is
well wide of the mark. The average rate of
tariff on manufactured goods entering the
EU is about 4%. This is easily absorbable
by British manufacturers, particularly
after the sharp fall of the pound.
It is also widely believed that being a
member of the Single Market brings some
sort of magic benefit to its members.
Without “access” to the market, British
exporters will supposedly struggle. This
word “access” is highly misleading. It is
as though the Single Market is envisaged
as some sort of closed space to which
entry can only be secured by a door. At
the door stands Jean-Claude Juncker,
checking your membership card. If you
are not a member then you can’t get in.
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In reality the Single Market is a single
regulatory area. If you are not a member,
all you have to do in order to sell to it is
simply to comply with its various rules
and regulations with regard to the things
that you wish to sell. That is why all
countries around the world that are not
members of the Single Market manage to
export into it successfully.
There has been concern that leaving
the EU will cause immense damage to
the City of London, whose success over
recent decades is one of the UK’s greatest
economic achievements.
This concern centres around the issue
of EU “passports”, which allow banks
and other financial services companies
to operate throughout the EU by having
a corporate base in only one EU member
country. It is feared that when the UK
leaves, unless some special arrangement
is made to replicate the passport system,
large numbers of jobs and types of
economic activity – and perhaps even a
number of banks – will leave the City.
These
concerns
are
seriously
exaggerated. Some jobs and activities
will leave London. Indeed some already
have. But the impact of the loss is
pretty much confined to investment and

corporate banking. Asset management
and insurance will be hardly affected.
Even for banks, the advantages
of London are so enormous that the
dominant approach will be to transfer as
little activity as possible. Moreover, the
UK leaving the EU is not all bad even for
banks because it allows them to escape
the EU’s onerous regulatory regime,
including the imposition of restrictions
on bankers’ bonuses. If the EU ever gets
to impose the much discussed Financial
Transactions Tax (FTT) then the traffic
would be decidedly in the opposite
direction as banks and others sought to
(re)locate business activity in London.
The threat to London would be greater
if there were a single city that was going
to try to replace it. But in reality there
are umpteen. Although many businesses
have announced plans to beef up their
operations in Frankfurt, many have
chosen Paris as their EU centre and there
are many others that have chosen, or
are contemplating Dublin, Luxembourg,
Amsterdam, Madrid and Milan.
In reality, there are three economic
arguments for leaving the EU. The first
is the saving of our budget contribution.
Much controversy has surrounded the
specification of this sum. In net terms, our
contributions have tended to be just under
£10 billion per annum, or about 0.5%
of one year’s GDP. This is a significant
sum and well worth saving but it is not
a game changer. Second and much more
important is the escape from the EU’s
protectionist trade policies. As a result of

The homepage of www.frankfurt.de has a clear statement on its direction of travel: “Almost one in three of
the people living in Frankfurt do not hold a German passport. No matter where visitors come from, they will
always meet people in Frankfurt who speak their language and a restaurant that serves their favourite food.”

on onerous terms. If the UK does not
accept such terms and leaves without a
deal they believe it will suffer hugely. I
have more than a suspicion that they do
not want a deal. They are adamant that
the UK must be left worse off after it has
left the EU.
That is precisely why we should
prepare to leave immediately with no
deal. This would put immense pressure
on EU member governments. First,
there is the money. A net contribution
of about £10 billion a year is not, in the
grand scheme of things, a very large sum
of money. But in the context of the EU
needing to extract extra contributions
from reluctant member countries, it is

To leave is to escape the excessive burden of EU
laws and regulations and to fashion a regulatory
regime more suited to British circumstances.
our membership, we have to impose the
EU’s tariffs on imports from the rest of the
world and to subscribe to its Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). Moreover, we
are unable to conclude FTAs with other
countries. This consistently raises the
UK price level, especially for food. The
third economic argument for leaving
is to escape the excessive burden of EU
laws and regulations and to fashion a
regulatory regime more suited to British
circumstances. We will only benefit from
all three once we leave the EU, even
without a deal.
The EU’s negotiators clearly believe
that time is on their side. If they are
intransigent, they believe that the UK
will be forced, in the end, to do a deal

a very large sum indeed. If we leave in
March 2019 without a deal, then our
contributions will cease immediately.
There will be no divorce settlement and
no continuing maintenance payments.
The House of Lords has made it
clear that this would be perfectly in
accordance with the law. And, for once,
the law is perfectly in accordance with
common sense. Once we have ceased to
be a member of the EU, why should we
continue to bear its costs?
Second, continental and Irish exporters
to the UK would be extremely worried
about what would happen to their sales
if the UK imposed tariffs on their exports.
They would be particularly worried if
they believed that the UK would also be

successful in securing FTAs with other
countries around the world. This would
result in a marked fall in the UK prices
of imports from the rest of the world,
thereby making it even more difficult for
European producers to sell into the UK
market. The result would be a huge drop
in EU sales to the UK, ranging across
everything from wine to cars.
Just as the EU is the UK’s single
biggest export market, so the UK is the
EU’s biggest single export market, larger
even than the US. Our market is really
very important to them. So walking away
without a deal would present Britain
with an eminently feasible path to future
prosperity. As it happens, it would also
make it more likely that the EU would
come to heel, with the result that it felt
more inclined to agree an FTA. Indeed,
the worst negotiating tactic that we could
adopt is to let it be known that we believe
that we absolutely must have a deal at
almost any cost. That would ensure that
the cost would indeed be very high.
Meanwhile, in his recent State of
the Union address, the President of the
EU Commission made it abundantly
clear that the EU must pursue further
integration, indeed complete integration
to the point of becoming a United
States of Europe, accompanied by fiscal
and political union. In particular, he
emphasised that opt-outs from the euro
would not be accepted. The euro is the
currency of the EU and all members
must use it.
If, by some ghastly quirk of fate, the UK
does not manage to leave the European
Union, then before too long we would
find ourselves forced into accepting the
whole caboodle – including membership
of the euro and Schengen and heaven
knows what further integrationist
nonsense lies ahead.
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AUTUMN STATEMENT
PROPERTY TAX
Haysmacintyre’s Head of Tax, Katharine Arthur, outlines some announced
changes that affect property, including freezing indexation allowance for
corporation tax, which will see corporates joining individuals in paying tax on
gains arising from inflationary uplifts in value.
WORDS BY KATHARINE ARTHUR, HEAD OF TAX AT HAYSMACINTYRE

ust last month, the Chancellor
delivered his first Autumn Budget.
As is often the case with Budgets, the
Chancellor shall giveth and the Chancellor
shall taketh away, although this time,
whilst property investors may not be
blessing the name of the Chancellor, they
may have some reasons to be thankful,
albeit less so if based overseas.
NON-RESIDENT / GAINS
The Government has announced plans
that, from April 2019, non-residents
will be taxed in the UK on gains arising
from the disposal of all types of UK
immovable property as well as on certain
indirect disposals of interests in 'property
rich' entities, such as companies,
partnerships and property unit trusts.
This represents a fundamental change to
the taxation of UK real estate.
The proposals are included in a
consultation document, released on
Budget day and open until 16 February
2018, which makes it clear that the thrust
of these measures will become law. With
the scope, commencement date and
core features of the reform being fixed,
the consultation focuses on how the
legislation can be effectively targeted,
whilst not placing unnecessary burdens
on taxpayers.
Currently non-residents are, generally,
not taxed on gains arising on the disposal
of commercial property or on indirect
disposals of UK property, even though
disposals of residential property have
been caught in the tax net since April
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2015. The announcement also extends
the scope of the existing capital gains
tax (‘CGT’) rules that apply to residential
property by removing the exception for
widely held non-resident companies.
Prima facie these changes reduce
the attractiveness of the UK to overseas
property investors, but we suspect that
the Government is gambling on the,
relatively, low rates of tax not being a
sufficient deterrent to potential overseas
investors. The changes will more closely
align the treatment of non-residents with
that for UK residents and will reduce the
incentive to hold UK property through
offshore structures.
NON-RESIDENT / PROPERTY COMPANIES
Following a consultation earlier this
year, the Government has announced
that non-resident companies will be
brought into the corporation tax regime
for UK property income and gains with
effect from April 2020. Such companies
are currently subject to income tax on UK
property income, with any gains falling
into the existing CGT regime.
In theory, this will have the effect of
reducing the tax rate on rental profits
and gains by such companies, especially
with corporation tax rates falling from
19% to 17% in April 2020. However, a
consequence of this change is that nonresident companies will be brought into
the recently introduced corporate interest
restriction rules, loss restriction rules and
the hybrid mismatch rules.
We strongly advise non-resident
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landlord companies, particularly those
with an annual group net interest expense
in the UK of more than £2 million, to
consider the impact of these changes on
their financing arrangements before the
new rules apply.
We expect further clarification to
follow on how bringing non-resident
property companies into the corporation
tax regime will interact with the changes
to the taxation of gains by non-residents
which will apply from a year earlier (from
1 April 2019).
SDLT / FIRST TIME BUYERS
A welcome new SDLT relief has
been introduced for first time buyers
purchasing residential property with
a value of £500,000 or less on after 22
November 2017. The relief will only
be available to individuals who have
never owned an interest in a residential
property in the UK, or abroad, at any
time and are acquiring the property to
occupy as their main residence. The
SDLT relief available to a first time
buyer on the acquisition of a property to
occupy as their main residence is now
as follows: No SDLT will be payable
where the purchase price is £300,000 or
less; the SDLT payable will be 5% on the
consideration above £300,000, where
the consideration is between £300,000
and £500,000.
The Government has confirmed that
the reduction in the SDLT filing and
payment window, from 30 to 14 days, will
apply to land transactions from 1 March
2019. There will be minor amendments
to provide exception from the additional
3% of SDLT where additional residential
property is acquired in certain cases,
including: Where there is a transfer
between spouses; where a court order
prevents a main residence being sold
following a divorce; where a person adds
to their interest in their main residence.

OTHER PROPERTY MATTERS

THE LAMENT OF THE
RELUCTANT REMAINER

In his youth Bruce was a devout Marxist and civil rights campaigner in Northern Ireland. In maturity his political
direction veered right and he became Political Editor of The Spectator and regular contributor to both the Daily Mail and
Independent. He remains a staunch ‘Camronite’ and does not like jazz.
WORDS BY BRUCE ANDERSON

x

Michel Barnier, the EU’s Brexit negotiator, has a short prayer before a press conference in Brussels, while David Davis tries to remember that funny joke. We do all
wonder what Mr Barnier is praying for?

CGT FILING DATE
The requirement to pay CGT on residential
property sales within 30 days of completion
will be deferred until April 2020.

CORPORATION TAX
Indexation relief available in computing
chargeable gains subject to corporation
tax is to be frozen at 31 December 2017 for
disposals occurring on or after 1 January
2018. This will mean corporates are under
a similar regime to individuals, whereby
inflationary gains on capital assets are
subjected to tax, and the effective rate of
tax on holding investment properties will
increase in the future.

o Brexiteer is more convincing
than Roger Bootle. As a tribe, the
Leave camp tend to be in the grip
of romanticism: never wise in politics.
To listen to them, one would think
that in post-Brexit Britain, the sun will
shine from March to November, we will
never lose another Test match and we
will be able to negotiate trade deals all
over the globe. Roger is an unillusioned
realist. He accepts that there will be
costs, but believes that they are a price
worth paying. In terms of economic
culture, we diverge from the EU, which
has absorbed French statism and

Colbertian mercantilism, plus a more
modern 'whatever you're doing, stop it',
attitude to regulation. Allied to a quest
for political union, which commands
little support in the UK, all this creates
an unbridgeable difference. Over time,
once unrestricted by the EU, we would
be able to do what we do best: earn our
living on the high seas and allow an
open, free-trade economy, liberated from
regulatory excess, to play to its strengths.
It is mightily persuasive. I was a
tepid remainer, but not out of belief in
Europe. It might deem paradoxical, but I
thought that we should stay in because,

on its own terms, the EU could not
work. The Single Currency was surely
unsustainable (though I have worn out
several sandwich boards in pursuit of
that prediction). Its collapse would
take political union off the agenda. I
therefore argued that we should hold
on, pro tem, because it would be easier
to negotiate the best arrangements for
us when the rest were menaced by
tumbling masonry.
After the 'No' vote, most of those
arguments ceased to be relevant, as the
world turned upside down. Amidst all
the confusion, there are two obvious
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conclusions. First, it would be absurd to
argue that one referendum resolves the
issue for the rest of eternity. Yes, there
was an enormous 'leave' vote: the largest
single vote in British political history.
But the 'No' total, less than four percent
behind, was the second largest. A
General Election victory by four percent
might provide a working majority for a

would be happy to continue to trade on
present terms. But there is a flaw in that
assumption. It is based on the premise
that the EU is a rational organisation,
operating in pursuit of economic selfinterest. If that were the case, there
would be no Euro.
It is vital to remember that the EU
is primarily a political project. Indeed,

In recent years, it has been hard enough
to predict the past, let alone the future.

whole Parliament. It would not abolish
party politics. It could be overturned.
So could the Referendum.
But how? That brings us to the
second point. It is not easy to harmonise
referendums with British politics. Mrs
Thatcher once said that they appeal
to dictators and demagogues. Since
then, they have crept into use when
major constitutional questions are to
be decided. Despite the Lady's doubts,
that seems reasonable. It would be
inconceivable for Scotland to separate
from the UK without a referendum.
Yet once a referendum does take
place, it introduces a finality into
the debate, which goes far beyond a
mere Parliamentary majority. It seems
equally inconceivable that the 2016
Referendum could be reversed, unless
there was a dramatic change in the geopolitical landscape. This could occur
because of an economic crisis in the
UK, so that a sizeable majority of voters
decided that Brexit had become a grave
threat to living standards. Yet that does
not seem to be happening, fortunately,
and no patriot should wish such a
misfortune upon his country.
The alternative reason to rethink
Brexit would be a crisis on the continent.
In the short-term, that does not appear
likely, unfortunately (nothing wrong
with ‘politique du pire’ as long as the
foreigners are getting the ‘pire’). In view
of this, Brexit will almost certainly
happen. So what will it mean? That
is deeply unclear. The easy solution
is a hard Brexit; no deal with the EU,
so that trade takes place under WTO
rules, with a maximum tariff of four
percent. Given the decline in Sterling's
value, that is not onerous. As we are
running a sizeable trade deficit with the
EU, one might assume that the others

it is a characteristically Enlightenment
project, based on the reshaping of
human nature in order to achieve a
higher political destiny. Marxism,
fascism and apartheid are classic
examples. In each case, the proponents
were unmoved by the prospect of
economic dislocation and human
suffering. That was a price well worth
paying, for such a glorious goal.
Thus it is with the EU, one reason why
the high priests of political union are so
upset with us. Their attitude is a blend
of snobbery and insecurity. On the one
hand, they view our refusal to respond
to the grandeur of political union as a
form of moral negligence. On the other,
they are uneasily aware that much of the
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sophisticated financial centre in the
world. Its capital markets are crucial to
the successful operation of European
economies, as many Germans seem to
recognise. But some French officials, still
mercantilist, still ready to believe that
anyone else's gain must involve their
loss, think that they see a way to strike at
Britain, whatever the consequences for
European capital flows.
That might seem an argument for
a negotiated Brexit, but there is a
difficulty. The terms on offer could
well prove unacceptable. Not only
would Britain have to make a large
contribution to the EU's budget. Our
firms would still be subject to EU
regulations. We would still be unable
to make our own trade deals, we could
still be under the jurisdiction of the
European Court of Justice (ECJ) and we
would still not be able to control our
borders. Many British voters – and not
only enthusiastic Brexiteers – would
find that intolerable. They would insist
that Brexit means Brexit. Once you
leave, that is it: no contributions and no
rules. If that view were to prevail, there
would be no deal.
In recent years, it has been hard
enough to interpret the past, let alone
predict the future. At the risk of looking
foolish, I shall now attempt to make a
forecast. First, Britain and the EU will
reach agreement on our contribution
and the Irish economy. In so doing,
the tolerance of the Brexiteers will be
strained to the uttermost. The Prime
Minister's political survival would be

It seems equally inconceivable that
the 2016 Referendum could be reversed.

European public is unconvinced by the
enthusiasms of the Euro-nomenclatura.
They fear the contaminating effect of
Brexit. 'If it is good for the British' many
European voters might say: 'perhaps it
would work for us?'
That is why many European political
leaders want to punish the UK. If we
negotiate a deal that is good for Britain,
some European electorates might
decide to follow our example.
This could mean that a hard Brexit
would be dangerous. If the rest wish to
punish us, there is an obvious target:
the City. The City of London is the most
48

on a knife-edge. But she would just
about survive. Then the tough talking
will begin, about trade, regulations,
the ECJ and immigration. The outcome
will depend on political conditions
here and on the continent. If they are
feeling threatened by their publics'
growing Euro-scepticism, they will
try to be tough. If Mrs May is under
pressure from exasperated Brexiteers,
so will she. The likely outcome: mutual
recrimination and no agreement.
We face months and years of
uncertainty. That is the only point on
which we can be certain.
49
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WHAT LIES BENEATH
Boisdale’s newest neighbour on Elizabeth Street is bespoke lingerie company Luna Mae, founded by Claudia Lambeth in
2012. We asked Claudia to explain the motivation behind Luna Mae and yes, she really does sell solid gold knickers!
WORDS BY CLAUDIA LAMBETH

Luna Mae’s bespoke embroidered Italian tulle creation

hese days, the word ‘luxury’ gets
thrown around an awful lot.
I think it went swiftly downhill
when they began introducing ‘luxury cat
food’. For the lingerie industry, it has
become even more apparent. I started
my journey as a twenty-two-year-old, exLaw student dissatisfied with the quality
on offer, the problems with sizing and
the fact that so much ‘luxury lingerie’
was really just mass produced in China.
So I decided to do something about
it. I was on a mission to offer a Britishmade, quality product that was designed
to really celebrate women; I founded
Luna Mae London, which is currently
the only brand to specialise in a bespoke
lingerie service. And just two months
ago, I took the plunge and opened my
first flagship store.
So, what is it about bespoke lingerie
that makes it so special? Unlike
traditional lingerie off the High street,
where the woman is made to fit into
the particular garment, we choose to
build the garment around the woman.
When a client comes in for a bespoke
fitting, I spend time understanding
what she is looking for us to create.
It can vary from a bride searching for
a spectacular show-stopping set to

wear underneath a wedding dress, to a
woman who is longing for a bra which
fits her like a glove and in turn makes
her feel amazing.
I start the fitting by trying on some
existing ‘blocks’, or sample silhouettes
as I like to call them, which I then use
to take detailed measurements. These
measurements are then transformed into

likes, we can develop entirely unique
embellishments for her creation,
propelling the set as a beautiful work of
art, and finishing with monogramming
of her initials. Everything is handcrafted
by exceptionally skilled seamstresses
in our British Atelier and, just as you
find on Savile Row, our client patterns
are safely stored in our archives for any
future orders.
For me, it’s much more than just
beautiful quality pieces which are
designed to fit, flatter and accentuate
in all the right places, it’s about
encouraging female empowerment and
allowing that woman to feel the best she
has ever felt. What I love most is when
I get such wonderful feedback from my
private clients. They tell me they have
never felt so confident, or so elegant.
That’s really all I could ever ask for.
As our client base is international, I
find it is always important to appreciate
and be sensitive to the different
cultures with which we come into
contact. Saying that, I once found
myself in a British etiquette class
which specialises in helping ladies
from overseas understand the ‘do’s
and don’ts’ of English culture. Topics
included, ‘How to fold your napkin in
just the right way’ and ‘How to master
the art of small talk.’ My favourite theme
from this particular class was ‘How

Hand-corded Chantilly laces, Italian macramé
embroideries, and finely beaded tulle appliqués.

her very own bespoke pattern and used to
cut out her chosen satin silks. The client
is then invited to explore our archives of
exquisite hand-corded Chantilly laces,
Italian macramé embroideries, and
finely beaded tulle appliqués. We can
even add solid eighteen-carat yellow
gold rings and sliders.
If the client can’t find something she
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to have an affair’. As a good student,
I looked up from my notes, thinking
– seriously?! The speaker continued,
“Ladies, if you do decide to have an
affair, just make sure he doesn’t live in
the same Borough”. This is golden, I
thought to myself. Next up was, “Now,
if you are playing the Mistress…”, I was
trying very hard to keep a straight face

by now and pretended to look like this
was solid advice, yet I wasn’t quite sure
if this was the type of British behaviour
we should be encouraging, even with
perfect manners.
The best part about what I do is being
able to work so closely with our private
clients. I have been very fortunate to
build up brilliant relationships with
these ladies and it’s such a pleasure
to keep creating beautiful pieces for
them. Offering a bespoke service to
help support someone’s intimate areas
definitely requires a certain amount
of trust, in which I take great pride
in upholding. But even five years in
business, it still makes me smile to hear
how each woman has such different
views on how they like their lingerie
to sculpt the silhouette. One of my
favourite pieces of lingerie insight was
from a buxom lady dripping in diamonds
whom I had the greatest pleasure of
meeting. She pulls me to one side at a
dinner party and says, “You see, I like
a man to really dig to find my crown
jewels.” I can definitely understand why
some men find it so difficult to even
contemplate buying lingerie for their
loved ones, which is probably why our
bespoke gift cards are so popular this
time of year –better let her decide!
And so, I took a big leap and pitched
for the lease of a flagship store. It’s been
an incredible journey so far and I’m so
proud to have taken that next step. For
the past three years, I have been offering
private fittings in hotel suites around
the globe, or in a client’s own home. I’d
travel to them and provide the service;
I’ve even been booked as the surprise
for a Valentine’s Day treat. Launching
the store was a whole new experience
for me. I was working to tight timelines
and was desperately trying to open on
schedule. As word started to spread
that the store would be opening in the
autumn, we began accepting bookings
for in-store appointments. I won’t bore
you with the trials and tribulations of
start-up life under thirty, but I’ll never
forget the first fitting we ever had in
the store, a good few weeks before the
opening date. The client was flying in
for the weekend from Seattle and was
coming straight from the plane to her
early-morning appointment.
The store was looking beautiful and
all that was left was for our Ready-toWear loungewear collection to arrive
from our London factory. I walked in
that morning buzzing with excitement
at the thought of having our first fitting
in the store. It was a monumental
day. As I turn the keys in the door, to
my horror I discover that one of the

Hand-corded Chantilly lace appliquéd bustier and high-waisted knicker

newly installed golden hanging rails is
literally hanging off the wall.
Oh dear God.
The client is arriving in twenty
minutes. I’m thinking fast and as
far as I see, we have two options: 1)
Sellotape the shit out of the rail and
pray it doesn’t fall down mid-fitting!
Or 2) we make it look deliberate. So
I frantically start shifting around the
visual merchandising of the store and
splitting up what was displayed on
the rails. I decide to leave another one

sparsely decorated so they matched
– if just one more of our über-heavy
branded gold hangers is put on that rail,
the whole thing will fall to the floor.
We definitely opted for a ‘less-is-morestyle’ that day. Thankfully, the fitting
was a great success and the client loved
her bespoke pieces when they arrived
six weeks later, and ordered her second
commission straight away.
Fingers crossed that with hard work
and a bit of luck, I can keep fitting some
of the world’s most interesting women
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FINDING LOVE
Arabel meets Global Director of Berkeley International, Mairead Molloy,
one of the world’s leading relationship experts.
WORDS BY ARABEL WINDSOR HOYE
airead Molloy is a bit of a
whirlwind. She arrived at
Heathrow less than an hour ago
from her base in Cannes and buzzes
into Boisdale of Belgravia. She’s blonde,
attractive and full of energy, with a strong
Irish (Wexford) accent. I offer to buy her
a drink, “No I won’t… Oh go on then, I’ll
have a Gin and Tonic, but only one.” We
are meeting to discuss dating but not the
online sort – that’s for the masses – this
is something entirely different.
Berkeley International is a highly
specialist company, offering bespoke
introduction services. Its clients are
really after two things. Firstly they want
quality and results (they are after all,
paying for the service) and secondly, they
require discretion and confidentiality. I
start by asking Mairead who the typical
client might be, “Our clients lead happy,
busy and fulfilling lives. They are
perfectly able to manage on their own but
have reached a stage in their life, where
they no longer choose to do so. They are,
however, not prepared to compromise
in their choice of partner. Meeting just
‘anyone’ is not their problem – meeting
the ‘right’ person is.”
All well and good, but hasn’t the
digital world changed the game – surely
there’s an algorithm that now exists for
finding Mr (or Mrs) Right? “That’s a very
different market and a different kind of
service. We are a people company and
believe in face-to-face communication.”
I can tell quickly why clients might
respond well to Mairead, she’s a great
communicator herself; we covered more
ground in twenty minutes than I can
manage with most friends in an entire
evening! I asked how she’d developed
this intuition for relationships, “A degree
in psychology was a good start, (she also
has an MA in International Criminal
Law), and asking the right questions.
Ultimately matchmaking is all about
perceiving what drives an individual
to seek our help, understanding what
features are important in a future
relationship and knowing how to select
matches with the highest potential to
provide the perfect partner and soulmate.
It is wonderful to reflect on the numbers
of successful matches, marriages and
even a few Berkeley babies.”

The process intrigues me, does it
require a huge disclaimer (!) it can’t work
the first time, every time and there must
be some disasters? “We try and minimise
those! We start by inviting clients to
come to our offices for a meeting, to
find out about them but also they find
out about us; that’s really important. We
have to be sure we can work together
and that there’s some chemistry. We

Mairead Molloy, the ‘Cupid of Cannes’

then hand-pick a potential match, before
calling each respective client and telling
them about one another – assuming
they both agree on a date, numbers are
exchanged. We tends to operate a fiveyear rule, five years older or younger, for
the simple reason that it better serves the
goal of achieving true compatibility. The
next day feedback is given and we base
the subsequent match on that feedback.”
There must be a few misadventures along
the way though, tales of unrequited love
and calamitous first dates? “Hush, hush
Anabel, not a word… ever!”
I ask Mairead if there has been a piece
of matchmaking she was particularly
proud of? “Our global service works
like a dream. I’m packing my bags again
this week, for a quick visit to New York
to meet a (successfully matched) client
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for dinner. It’s is great to see very busy
travellers turn their lives around and
settle with someone they love. We don’t
pay enough attention to ourselves – I
notice people not making any time in
their lives – there always seems to be a
meeting or a pressing email. Life is too
short, we are trying to reduce the stress
of dating and add happiness to people’s
already very busy lives.”
Mairead herself leads a pretty busy
life; I first met her in Home House, no
doubt a bastion for her prospective client
base of lawyers, bankers, entrepreneurs
and showbiz types. She has offices in
Mayfair, ironically Berkeley Square,
although there is no connection to the
company name. “I'm in London two
weeks a month, I travel globally as we
have a lot of clients who do the same for
their work, I'm all over the place!" But
Cannes is her home, where she is lives
with her husband Luca, a leading French
Chef, she speaks the language fluently.
“He has nothing to do with the agency.
We were introduced on the street by a
mutual friend, he was coming out of his
restaurant and I was coming out of the
hairdresser. The French are not like the
English or Irish when it comes to asking
people out and going out on dates… they
are far more dramatic!”
I end our interview by asking Mairead
what the future holds for Berkeley, more
of the same? “We acknowledge the large
emotional investment that is made when
clients sign up and we want to honour
this by conducting our matchmaking with
empathy, intuition and passion. I can only
think our kind of business will expand,
as we all become more anonymous – I
truly think social media has made us a bit
lonely.” The company is almost 15 years
old and with established, growing offices
in in Paris, Milan, Geneva, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Scandinavia, Germany
and Spain, it would appear Mairead’s
instincts are right. Interestingly, slightly
more men apply for membership than
women. Whilst I’m not quite ready to sign
up myself (frankly my freelancers’ salary
won’t let me!) I can quite see the appeal
for those time-poor, affluent, singletons.
A few of Mairead’s colleagues from
London join us later (we didn’t stick
at one G&T) and they too are all great
characters. Clearly Mairead hires
people she knows will see the vision
through and maybe it’s her Irish roots,
but she believes in the fairy tale ending
– some of us just need a bit of help
getting there.
If you would like to arrange a meeting
with Mairead, or to find out more please
visit: www.berkeley-international.com

ON CRAFTMANSHIP
Boisdale Life’s Editor at Large, Paddy Renouf seeks out a bespoke suit… and he doesn’t go to Savile Row
WORDS BY ARABEL WINDSOR HOYE
e are a starved society living
in the midst of plenty’, said
Laurie Lee when writing on
craftsmen. ‘Our possessions are many,
our serenities few’. The way we live
today demands instant results and
the virtue of ‘delayed-gratification’ is
consigned to ‘back in the day’, that
popular lament uttered, in their wisdom,
by twenty-somethings.
Mobile phones sporting sophisticated
cameras, mass self-publishing which
can go ‘viral’ at the click of a button and
online shopping. In short, never before
have we wanted so much, so quickly and
needed to present ourselves better. And
our life is immediate, it’s impetuous and
it’s largely mass-produced.
However, if we stop for a moment and
look at beautiful objects fashioned by
the hands of craftsmen, we instinctively
recognise something we need, something
we might yearn for, something we may
almost have forgotten existed any more
– something designed to keep us human.
One such beautiful object is the
tailored suit. Clothes that are the result
not of mass-production, but of human
skills and judgements, carried to this
moment, through unbroken generations
of eyes and hands. They are the virtue of
the handmade object, the loving product
of the master craftsman, of silence and
of slow time.
But how to go about getting such
a suit?
“The mistake many people make
when they go to a bespoke tailor is they
think they need to do something special
– either an interesting design feature,
or a particularly interesting or uniquelooking cloth. I say do the opposite. Stick
to something really simple, because this
will be a suit that you will really want
to wear. Start with something very
straightforward and you will get an
enormous amount of joy wearing it” says
Stephan Lindblom, a Swede who has
lived and worked in tailoring in London,
for 17 years.
Personally I have always found
the idea of going to a tailor a little bit
daunting. You don't know exactly what
it's going to look like, it's hard to know
who to go to and it sounds an expensive
proposition. That said, I accepted an
invitation to visit Arbiter Bespoke, a

Paddy Renouf being measured up for a bespoke suit by Gordon Alsleben of Arbiter Bespoke in Boisdale

collaboration of two partners with 35
years of Savile Row experience and
now working out of their atelier on
Bloomsbury Square. And here’s the best
bit – a bespoke suit produced without
the Savile Row overheads – a serious
bargain. But it’s not imitating Savile
Row, it is rather the best master tailor in
Savile Row, with a different postcode.
Stephan Lindblom and the craftsman
Gordon Alsleben (pronounced Alslee-ben) started their company earlier
this year. Their shared vision and
commitment for making tailored clothes,
not just beautiful suits, has already won
a distinguished and discerning client
list, as well as newbies to the atemporal
world of the hand-made.
Gordon is a fifth unbroken generation
tailor in his family. He has produced
an elegant house style that is unique to
Arbiter; just because a suit fits, it doesn’t
mean it looks good, you really need a
tailor and to go bespoke means an outfit
that is ‘bespoken to you’ and nobody else.
Arbiter Bespoke use fine materials, be
they cotton or tweeds and these are those
divine materials of the earth, for which
there are many substitutes today, but no
replacements.
Being fitted for a suit is another
part of the pleasure of going bespoke.

You learn a lot about yourself (I have a
shoulder that drops left, not something I
had ever spotted before) and colours and
fabrics best suited to your body-type and
complexion. It is said that by the age of
forty you have the face you deserve, well,
just maybe a tailor can redeem with the
rest of your look. Your style can be the
window to your soul and thus when you
see a well-cut suit, you notice the person
not the clothes; and yet it is like armour,
it somehow makes you empowered. This
lends gravitas to your image, put simply,
if you look a million dollars, you act a
million dollars – not bad performance
criteria in this fast moving world.
There is an intrinsic value in exquisite
quality. Anyone who loves a beautiful
watch knows this already, but you
don’t necessarily get to form a personal
relationship with the man who made
your watch, as you do with your tailor.
You join a club in bespoke tailoring
and it is therapeutic. It's about you,
speaks for you, is designed to make you
look good and will certainly make you
feel better about yourself. As Laurie Lee
concludes, “We are expensive; we took a
long time to make. But we are beautiful,
and will last for years. And there is not
another one quite like us in the world,
for we are made by hand.”
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For50 years,
we’ve measured success
just one way:
We only win when
our clients win.
There was a time when investment bankers were trusted partners and
advisors to their clients. The goal was simple: relentlessly commit to
your clients; be hardworking and humble; stay unconflicted in your work
and uncompromising in your values. The rest will take care of itself.
Our success proves there’s still room in the world for a firm that embraces
an approach that has stood the test of time: Clients First –Always.
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PRAGUE: THE CITY OF SPIRIT AND SPIRES
Quintessential Englishman Euan Edworthy has made Prague his home and place of business for the last 24 years. Neville
Chamberlain notoriously dismissed Czechoslovakia in 1938 as “a faraway country of whom we know nothing.” Euan shares
with us a fascinating and charming account of his experiences and observations.
WORDS BY EUAN EDWORTHY

Constructed in 1357 and crossing the Vltava River in Prague, is the Charles Bridge. 30 mostly baroque statues and statuaries are situated on the balustrade.
The sculptures were erected between 1683 and 1714, depicting various saints and patron saints venerated at that time.

ost people go to Prague twice.
Once on a stag or hen weekend;
then again, older and wiser, to
revel in the architecture, the music, the
restaurants and the historical thrill of
walking where Heydrich’s assassins fled
from the Gestapo.
I went once, back in June 1994, and
stayed. It was a career opportunity. I’d run
nightclubs at university, played a bit of
cricket in Hong Kong and tried my hand
at this and that in London. So, of course,
I went into PR. The Czech government
wanted someone to attract inward
investment and they seemed to think that
a 24-year-old Brit was just the ticket.
Chamberlain had a point. Prague is
probably the most ‘foreign’ place you
can visit within two hours of Heathrow.
It resembles other cities but the way it
works is totally different. Czechs look
like other Europeans but their culture is
all their own; after 20 years I still don’t
understand it. My staff are all Czech or
Slovak. They take great delight in telling
me, with a sigh, that Czechs just do
things differently.
Prague is a beautiful city. It’s also
surprisingly small; the same size as

Birmingham. You can walk everywhere,
which makes Prague a good choice for
a long weekend of meandering. Most
visitors get a sore neck because there is
so much to look at – a lot of it high up.
They call Prague the ‘City of 100 Spires’
but there are really five times as many.
I walk to work and every day I spot
something new and surprising – a plaque,
a monument, a medieval alleyway, the
house where Mozart lived, a 200-year-old
painting on the front of a palace, three
storeys up. Prague is full of architectural
extravagance from the last 700 years,
and because the city escaped bombing
in World War Two it’s all still there. Well
– it suffered one air raid but that was a
mistake by Americans who thought they
were bombing Dresden.
My timing was lucky. I arrived just as
the Czechs were opening up politically
and economically. The atmosphere was
electric. People could start up any kind
of business that took their fancy. With
Vaclav Havel as President, Czechs at long
last felt good about themselves. I didn’t
experience the 60s in London but it must
have had the same kind of can-do attitude
for the young and adventurous. I confess

that my memories of Prague in those
early, ‘Wild East’ days are a bit hazy. Just
like the 60s, then.
It was a good time to set up a PR
agency, so I did. We have been very lucky,
growing with the economy and working
with some of the world’s most interesting
companies, all eager to stake their claim
in the markets of newly-liberated Central
Europe. For most of this time the city was
awash with expats from just about every
country on the planet. Fortunately for
people like me, English rapidly became
the lingua franca. My friends and I speak
‘combat Czech’ but it’s a difficult language
with a lot of rules and no resemblance to
English, French or German.
Prague was then, and is now, what
it has been since the Middle Ages: a
cosmopolitan city, a melting-pot. Its
artistic heritage can be seen and heard on
all sides. Prague has more architects and
more violinists per capita than anywhere
else on earth and now as then, the city
is also full of patrons and audiences. You
can see five different operas in five days.
You can bump into film-stars any day
of the week. Barrandov has been one of
the world’s premier movie studios since
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At the beginning of the 19th century, Bernardo Bolzano counted 103 towers and spires in Prague on all of
the cathedrals and buildings, hence Prague’s moniker “The golden city of one hundred spires.” Now it is
estimated about five hundred towers and spires exist.

the 1920s and Prague welcomes location
units with open arms.
I once found myself detailed to look
after Sean Connery while he was filming
here. Fortunately I can play a passable
game of golf – or at least, I could then. We
went round happily enough, me chirpy
and Connery gruff. He took great delight
in demolishing ‘an Englishman’. When
I told him that my mother was from
Inverness his face fell a mile.
Most tourists encounter Czechs in the
hospitality industry – much like London.

The first trams, the first limousines,
the first helicopters, the fastest aircraft,
the biggest guns, the best tanks. Then
the Nazis moved in; a blanket of
oppression descended and 400,000
Czechs disappeared. No sooner had the
Germans gone back to Germany than the
communists took over; more oppression.
The Prague Spring of 1968 is etched on
the national memory. It was a tentative
bid for freedom but the Soviets decided
to make an example of this little country
and sent tanks onto the streets.

They call Prague the ‘City of 100 Spires’
but there are really five times as many

They are charming, professional, helpful,
attentive and obsessed with doing things
properly. And yet they haven’t had a very
good time in the 20th Century. First they
were dragooned into the First World War
as part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Thousands mutinied and made their way
via Russia to join the French forces on the
Western Front – which made Clemenceau
a fervent backer of Czechoslovak
independence at Versailles.
The First Republic was admittedly
a wonderful time for Czech inventors,
designers and manufacturers. If it was
made of metal or had wheels, the Czechs
made it better than nearly everyone else.

Since 1989 the Czechs have been
‘free at last’ and making the most of
it. The economy is roaring – there is
full employment in Prague – and the
country is a hotspot for software and
online services. Metal still matters:
VW acquired Skoda and turned it into
a byword for reliability and value. Few
visitors see the countryside, but they
should. The Czechs worship nature
and look after it properly. The Czech
Republic has more sites of special
scientific interest than anywhere else.
You can sail, ride, ski and trail-bike in
a single day. The next day you can drive
a tank. The day after, you can drink
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surprisingly good Moravian wine in a
12th century castle.
And how about this? In 1938, it may
have been a country of which ‘we knew
nothing’ but that didn’t stop the Czechs
and Slovaks joining the RAF and the
British Army in droves. A total of 8,000
soldiers and airmen escaped; 2,500
joined the Royal Air Force and the Battle
of Britain’s top-scoring ace, with 17 kills,
was Josef Frantisek – a Czech.
This little-known piece of history
led to my proudest moment as a Brit
living in Prague. Some friends and I got
together three years ago to raise funds for
a memorial to this notable alliance. We
commissioned Colin Spofforth to sculpt
the ‘Winged Lion’, which was unveiled
by Sir Nicholas Soames in the presence
of eight Czech and Slovak veterans of the
allied air forces of 1939-45. A Spitfire
soared unforgettably overhead.
I never intended to stay here in Prague,
but I’m glad I did. It’s a fascinating country
full of people doing new and different
things. It’s a safe city, ideal for our nineyear-old son. It’s ‘foreign’ but very close
to home; I can be with my parents (or at
Lord’s) in less than two hours’ flying-time.
Best of all, it’s a constant inspiration.
Prague lifts everyone’s spirits.
And when I’m wrestling with a knotty
problem I put on my walking shoes and
march up Petrin Hill. From the top I can
see all 500 spires; gilded rooftops, golden
statues, a stately riot of architectural
styles: Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque,
Rococo, Deco, Cubist. I can see the river
winding through the city far below. I can
see forests and hills on the horizon.

SPEAKERS’ CORNER TRUST
When Euan Edworthy first came to
Prague in 1994 he was struck by the
problems Czechs encountered in
handling freedom of expression.
After 40 years of communism
no-one knew the rules which were
taken for granted by people living
in democracies.
With Vaclav Havel as patron,
Edworthy set up a charity – Speakers’
Corner Trust – to give Czechs a
focus for developing the habits of
free speech – in schools, in the
media and in public debate. A
Czech Speakers’ Corner was set up
in central Prague, modelled on the
famous original in Hyde Park. Today
there are over 40 Speakers’ Corner
Trust programmes encouraging free
speech around the globe.
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ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD
Sandy Madhvani is the long serving ambassador of Canary Wharf watch retailer David M Robinson
and erstwhile frequenter of the Boisdale humidor
WORDS BY SANDY MADHVANI

Sandy Madhvani in the Whisky Bar, Boisdale of Canary Wharf www.boisdale.co.uk

hich watch brand is really
innovating right now?
Rolex and Patek Philippe
are leading the pack when it comes
to innovation in my opinion, as they
both have stunning models launched
this year that take my breath away. The
combination of different shapes and
colours is mind blowing, don’t start me
on the complications in the movements,
we will be here all day.
How long have you been in your role?
It’s coming up to 37 years now, from
apprentice watchmaker as a young
school leaver aged 16, to this role at the
very top end of jewellery and watches.
Describe your day-to-day job?
Managing the showroom in Jubilee
Place with my team of experts who
share the same passion for luxury and
having been here over 10 years, it’s an
honour to look after our loyal clients.
Do you travel much for work?
My role sees me visit Switzerland
two or three times a year to support the
buying team at DMR, as well as various
events up and down the country
with our jewellery collections being
showcased in stunning settings. It’s a
lot of fun.

Where was your last holiday?
In January I visited our family home
in India. I also enjoyed a holiday with
my loved ones in Marrakesh and had a
fantastic time with the lads in Singapore
for the Formula 1 Grand Prix.
Have you always loved watches?
My family are watchmakers, so I
naturally fell in love with the trade. I
remember fitting spring bars to watches
from the age of seven for corporate
orders. We have come a long way and I
love watches more than ever.
Is wearable-tech going to change
watch purchasing?
We have had that time in the 1980’s
with the digital creation of the LCD and
LED watch models. That was an exciting
time in horology and I feel the tech
age will be an add-on purchases. True
workmanship, love and passion will
always lead the way for the connoisseur
of fine watchmaking.
The watch do you dream of owning?
Please allow me to choose two of my
dream watches. The first is a classic
Rolex Submariner made in the year 1965
the year I was born and as I already have
a classic Patek Philippe (which belongs
to my son Sami really) I would love a
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perpetual 5140P, simply for its elegance.
It’s too clever.
How many watches do you own?
You can never own enough and the
collection is still growing. My daily
wear is a Patek Philippe Calatrava
What’s been your most extravagant
purchase to date?
My passion for fine jewellery and
watches extended to hand built cars and
at the age of 48 I took my son to purchase
our DB9, which was a childhood dream
come true!
Breakfast, lunch and dinner – where
do you enjoy eating?
Canary wharf is a labyrinth of
stunning bars and restaurants; you can
often find me around Boisdale, Roka,
Plateau and the Parlour to name a few.
Do you have a preferred drink?
A cold beer after a long day is always
welcomed!
Will you be drawn on a favourite
watch brand?
I honestly respect all Swiss brands,
as they have their own strengths and
market. We have a secret language. Some
watches show personality and some
show status. Each timepiece is special to
the wearer for different reasons and I am
very happy to be involved in guidance
for the next family heirloom.
What’s the big watch trend for 2018?
Rolex have totally hit the high
notes with their Deepsea and the Patek
Philippe 42mm white gold Aquanaut is
truly a work of art.
What advice would you give a young
Sandy?
Don’t take any day for granted. We
are in a field of luxury that allows us
to share life-changing moments with
our clients and friends. The number
of weddings, birthdays and special
engagement’s we are warmly invited to
be part of is totally heart-warming.
If you weren’t doing this, what would
the job be?
Something based around fast cars
and holidays!
If you would like to talk watches
with Sandy, he can found at David
M Robinson – 4 Jubilee Place,
Canary Wharf – 0207 538 2332 –
london@davidmrobinson.co.uk
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EXCLUSIVE INVITATION
TO BOISDALE LIFE READERS

EXCLUSIVE INVITATION
TO BOISDALE LIFE READERS

BOISDALE CANARY WHARF – APRIL 24TH 2018

BOISDALE CANARY WHARF - FEBRUARY 7TH 2018

DRINKS & CANAPES RECEPTION
PREVIEW OF THE FELLOWS WATCH AUCTION
STRICTLY RSVP: LEXIE@BOISDALE.CO.UK

COFFEE AND COCKTAILS!
LAUNCH OF NEW JURA PREMIUM S8
STRICTLY RSVP: LEXIE@BOISDALE.CO.UK

VERY LIMITED AVAILABILITY

Hopefully Santa left a suitable timepiece under the tree this
Christmas? If not, we have the perfect antidote – the Boisdale Watch
Club is back! This time, in association with auctioneer’s Fellows, who
will be previewing their April Watch sale, exclusively at Boisdale.
As well as bringing pieces that will feature in the auction, Fellows will
have select group of watches available to purchase on the night. Over
40 watches from the collection will be available to view. The Fellows
team will be on hand to present the watches, offer valuations and most
importantly take bids (NB. If you are unable to make the sale itself
Fellows also has live online and telephone bidding at all its auctions)
The Boisdale Watch Club takes place in the Gallery room at Boisdale
of Canary Wharf – guests are treated to a drinks and canapes reception
in between inspecting all the auction lots. (Editor’s Note: Boisdale
Life Managing Director recently bought a Breitling from Fellows and
can report back that, ‘it was a steal’)

FELLOWS TOP TIPS FOR AUCTIONS
Do your research… Find out as much as you can from the condition
report and cataloguing of the piece. One key aspect to look out for
with watches is whether they are in their original state. Purists will be
keen to seek out watches in prime condition with no repairs.
Viewing… Make sure you get a good look at the lot you are looking
to purchase. There are high-resolution images on the website and
many items will be photographed using 360o technology.
Plan your bid… Customers are more likely to bid online, leave
absentee bids or bid over the phone, than attend an auction in person
– ces’t la vie! Fortunately Fellows offers customers all of these options.

VERY LIMITED AVAILABILITY

Calling all coffee connoisseurs! Just like its global ambassador
Roger Federer, Swiss coffee machine maker JURA is celebrating the
perfect serve with the launch of its all new, premium S8 model at an
unmissable event next year in Boisdale of Canary Wharf.
In the spirit of all things caffeinated, on the night you’ll be greeted
with an espresso martini alongside a selection of delicious canapés.
If that’s not enough, tantalise your taste buds with a wide range of
high-quality chocolates, paired with hand-picked coffees by the
brand’s experts, who will bring an array of exciting tastes to the table
– including Ethiopian Gutiti, Colombian, Sumatran and Jamaican
blue mountain.

JURA FOR COFFEE LOVERS
As a business that lives and breathes coffee every day, JURA believes
you shouldn’t have to compromise on the quality of your coffee and
this new model is no exception to that rule.
With innovation, precision and quality in the DNA of the S8, this
barista-in-a-box can indulge you in more than 15 expertly made
specialty coffees from the comfort of your home; it offers revolutionary
technology that extracts the perfect flavour from the beans, a one touch
function, and a super stylish Moonlight Silver finish.
If you’re unable to make the event but still seeking your perfect
serve, visit JURA at the Flagship Store at 148 Marylebone Road. For
further information, please visit uk.jura.com
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BOARDROOM BEAUTIES
WORDS BY TIMOTHY BARBER

HERMÉS

Villeret Annual Calendar, steel

Slim d’Hermés L’Heure Impatiente,
rose gold

For understatement mixed with serious
horological firepower, this is formidable
choice. Blancpain is one of the oldest
names in Swiss watchmaking, and
produces some of the most finely crafted
watches to be found anywhere, though
it’s rare to find one of its top-end, pristine
Villeret models in steel, and with a
sophisticated complication to boot. As an
annual calendar, the date functions – day,
date and month – only need adjusting
once a year, at the end of February; the
minimalist date windows play things
down rather beautifully though.

Cost £14,800
parmigiani.com

PATEK PHILIPPE
Calatrava Ref. 6006G, white gold

Cost £19,910
blancpain.com

CHANEL

For the busy executive, this whimsical
beauty has a typically Hermés twist
on the diary reminder. Set the timer
at the bottom right of the dial to an
appointed moment, and the retrograde
hand on the left will count down the
count down the prior 60 minutes,
before emitting a sonorous “ding”
as the moment arrives. According to
Hermés, that’s to allow you to enjoy
the anticipation of an important event
as the event itself. You can also enjoy
the polished gorgeousness of the Slim
d’Hermés design and some scintillating
in-house watchmaking inside.

Boy.Friend Medium version, steel
Despite its somewhat gauche moniker,
the rectangular Boy.Friend watch from
Chanel is one of the most assured and
stylish designs to have appeared in
women’s watches in recent years, and
this black dial version is our pick. The
dial keeps things to a minimum, but
the interplay of geometric shapes and
textured surfaces makes for a handsome
and ineffably sophisticated ticker.

ROLEX
Cellini Moonphase, rose gold

Parmigiani is something of a sleeper
brand in Swiss watchmaking, though
should you step inside its Mount Street
shop, you’ll find all manner of horological
wonders on display. Founded 20 years
ago, the brand does almost everything
in-house, and though its designs can
tend towards the extravagant, it’s toned
things down nicely in this slice of
executive perfection, which features a
gorgeous opaline dial, coin-edge bezel
and stand-out date window.

The devil is in the detail, in this selection of classic round watches
that would bring distinction to any executive wrist

BLANCPAIN

PARMIGIANI
Toric Chronometre, white gold

Rolex may not be best known for its
Cellini dress watches, but its latest
moonphase Cellini is as pure and
refined a piece of watchmaking as The
Crown has produced in many years.
The magic, as ever, is in the details:
an Art Deco dial in white lacquer that
includes a date display around the edge,
with a blue enameled disc for the lunar
display. The moon itself is, meanwhile,
is made of textured meteorite applied
onto the surface of the blue disc. Oh,
and in case you wondered, that display
will follow the lunar cycle accurately
and without adjustment for the next
122 years.

The Patek Philippe Calatrava is in
many ways the quintessential round
wristwatch – introduced in the 1930s
and born of a Bauhaus-influenced
design approach that has barely
changed. However, Ref. 6006, with
its black dial, off-set seconds and
profusion of numerals and marks, is
the more expressive and eccentric
entrant in the Calatrava range, and
all the better for it. Understatement
tends to be the defining Calatrava
characteristic, but this reference is all
about distinctiveness and style.

Cost £19,650
rolex.com

Cost £22,230
patek.com

Cost £21,800
hermes.com

Cost £3,700
chanel.com

IWC
Da Vinci 36 Moonphase, rose gold

PATEK PHILIPPE
Ladies Nautilus 7118/1A, steel
Power statements don’t come more stylish or steeped in watchmaking cred than in
the latest women’s version of Patek Philippe’s all-time classic, the Nautilus: a 1970s
oddity that has become a benchmark of modern luxury and dynamic watch design.
The polished steel ‘porthole’ design of the Nautilus is here given a lift by the gentle
wave formation of the opaline dial, while power comes from a pitch-perfect inhouse automatic movement. Watchmaking at its finest and most chic.

Cost £19,910
patek.com

It’s only recently that IWC, once the classic maker of manly tool watches, has got
into the women’s segment, but it’s doing so with aplomb, as illustrated by this
elegant moon phase number in the its handsome Da Vinci line. At 36mm this is a
relatively bold watch for a female wrist, but the articulated lugs and curving design
lend it considerable elegance.

Cost £14,250
iwc.com
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Un trio d’exception

BUMBLING ABOUT SEX
The ‘Sharon Stone of Agony Aunts’, Karen Krizanovich explains the highs and lows of online dating
WORDS BY KAREN KRIZANOVICH

With small production, longer ageing and a constant focus on quality,
Champagne Deutz is the Grande Marque Champagne with boutique philosophies.
Explore the complete Deutz range at Fortnum & Mason, Picadilly, London.
Please enjoy Deutz responsibly.

nless you’re dead, you want sex.
If you’re married, you want sex
with someone you’re not married
to. Humans are perverse like that. So if
you’re a woman coming out of a long term
relationship that you really quite liked,
where would you go for sex outside of
the obvious, i.e. your own right hand or
something plugged into the mains? You’d
ask your gay friends, of course, because
gay friends know everything.
Mine advised me to put Bumble on
my phone. It’s a **cough** dating app
which is like Tinder if Tinder had washed
and went to university. Bumble is very
different to Tinder in other ways too.
Seriously, there isn’t a shred of intellect
on Tinder. It’s all against the wall. My
early foray on Tinder had me chatting
with a chap who, within five sentences,
wanted me to beat the crap out of him.
Not wishing to condemn his kink - that
wouldn’t be polite - I took a breath and
replied, “I couldn’t possibly beat you.
I’d have to be in a relationship with
you if I were to do that.” I meant such
a thing would need to be in a safe and
consensual relationship (preferably with
someone other than me) but of course,
reading it now, it came out all wrong.
Shortly thereafter a roving moped boy
stole my phone and I was saved from
having to interact any further. The theft
was a blessing: Jesus came to me right
there on Rathbone Place and saved me
from sexual hell.
It is the all-encompassing nature
of Tinder that is both its strength and
downfall. Everyone’s there, without
quality control. Even more amazing is
the quality of men you find on some of
the ropiest sites. Half the population
was being kept company with males
from toyboywarehouse.com - the same
men who deny that they’re after older
women. But why wouldn’t you be?
Older women have their own money,
don’t want children, don’t want to
get married, aren’t afraid of their own
orgasms, can drive, drink and shoot and
don’t suffer fools. We have PhDs, MBAs
and BSCs and that’s just chained in our
basements. We are the men we wanted
to marry because those men either died
or left and married someone fertile. We
cried a bit then got on with it.
This is why Bumble is a candy shop

Karen Krizanovich’s current profile picture on the dating app, Bumble

for the confident woman. There is
something for everyone here. Unlike
Tinder, sometimes the blokes on Bumble
have even gone to public school: sweet
Jesus, colour me happy. (Yes, I do have
a type.) The rules of this app are simple.

on profiles, sliding either left for ‘not
a snowball’s chance in hell” or right
which means “I’m already basking in
your detumescence.” I don’t swipe
right unless I find myself exclaiming,
“OH MY GOD, YOU BEAUTY!” It’s an

I do love millennials. They’re smart, literate,
smell good and look great naked.

On Bumble, you can set the distance,
age and gender range. If there’s a match,
women must make the first move.
Designed like a game, the players only
have to upload some photos and write
a sentence about themselves, which is
optional. Then they can begin to swipe

embarrassing habit but the staff in the
Rare Book Reading Room at the British
Library cut me a lot of slack.
Because I am also a moron, I wanted
to be truthful yet amusing in my profile.
I experimented. At first I wrote, “Your
mum told me to swipe right.” That was

WE WANT TO HEAR YOUR OPINIONS AND COMMENTS – EMAIL THE EDITOR RANALD@BOISDALELIFE.COM
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Readers who remember the 90s may recognize Karen from Sky Magazines regular ‘Dear Karen’ column

a little too raw even for me. I ended up
deleting it but the millennials got the
joke. I do love millennials. They’re smart,
literate, smell good and look great naked.
They’re curious and they don’t snore.
They also want to do things. Drinks?
Yes! Dinner? Sure! Clay shooting? Why
not? Polo? Of course! Open a jeroboam?
Absolutely! Sex club? Where are my
latex shorts? As a generation, they have
a great sense of humour even if they
insist on watching “The Riot Club” ad
nauseam. I’ve had to up my musical and
cultural references because Mel Brooks

It’s not all rumpus, though. I do get
the occasional yoof backstab, generally
about my lack of explicit photos or the
fact that I can spell and they can’t. They
have to strike at me somehow, so they
opt for age. Why not? It’s easy. “Why
are your age settings so low?” snarled
a 26 year old who really should have
known better. “Why are your settings
so high, Oedipus?” I snapped back. Do
not fuck with me, boyo. Age is easy to
ignore. A nasty personality is not. On
the age front let me say, finally, that I
have, m’lord, I really have tried to date

My mother asks me, “How long do you think
you can do this?” Well, mum, I don’t know.
Till I croak?

doesn’t cut it any more. Of course, I don’t
know everything about millennials. But
I’ll let you know more later, after I’ve
finished texting with your son.
Despite being of a higher mileage, I
am often accused of being a catfish - that
I don’t actually exist. This is amusing as
my photos are all recent and, IMH, not
that hawt. Granted, I don’t paint on my
eyebrows, but honestly, high heels and
stockings seem to be the visual currency
to distract from all other flaws. Then
again, I matched with a veteran from
Afghanistan who had two prosthetic
limbs. I didn’t even notice; I was busy
gazing at his angelic face.

age appropriately. But older guys don’t
like me. They are like damaged animals.
They’re scared. They’re vulnerable. They
don’t understand that they don’t have to
look real in a profile photo. They can put
up a photo that makes them look good.
Do not put up a photo from ten years ago
or one of Leonardo DiCaprio in “Wolf of
Wall Street”. For the love of God, men,
please up your game! You’ll get laid
more. And stop saying that you went to
the University of Life. EVERYONE HAS.
FFS. (Learn the current acronyms too.)
There is also sometimes this odd
concept of wanting to get to “know you”.
Vom. In younger guys this is a ploy to get
64
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more sex - adorable really to craft such
a devious yet surefire mechanism. But
genuinely, a lot of older guys do not want
to date you. They want a “relationship”.
I don’t know if their erectile policy
includes knowing my name or if they
think knowing my favourite colour will
bring them steady sex and clean laundry.
All I know is older men completely
baffle me. One bio I read recently was a
guy who said, “Not interested in ONS.”
He was 65 and not a sleek fit f*ckable 65
either. Who the hell was he kidding?
Bumble is a great app populated with
some incredible beauties, men who in
my 20s I couldn’t have snagged with £50
notes pinned to my person. Everything
I have ever wanted in my entire life has
come to me on Bumble. Well, there was
that one thing that.…but I digress. That
man on the shiny bay horse? He knew he
was beautiful. Full lips and unflinching
gaze, he was untouchable. But I swiped
right and before the day was up, he was
touchable in extremis.
Do you see how civilised this all
is? It astonishes me that people who
demonise Tinder, Bumble, Feeld or any
of the other dating app without even
trying them. They are so much better
than hangin’ out at the pub waiting for
some toothless male prey to wander
your way. Analogue dating bored me to
death and it always will. Bumble is so
much faster, neater and those annoying
grammatical errors come up right away.
Would I really want to match with a guy
who doesn’t know his plurals from his
possessives? Nuh uh.
While most of the matching happens
online, there is much to be done IRL.
(Google it if you don’t know what that
means.) My mother took one look at
Bumble and said, “Is there money
involved?” She’s too smart by half really.
She asks me too, “How long do you
think you can do this?” Well, mum, I
don’t know. Till I croak? I’m having such
an awful lot of fun. It is work too, what
with the manicures, waxing, blowdrys,
new clothes and my lingerie bill is
through the roof. You cannot find an
opened cupped bra in a 34A; I’ve tried.
Of all the cowards I’ve talked to, I have
only been stood up once. (Say you’re
not going to make it and be a man about
it.) There are the guys who only want
validation (i.e. want to know my sex
stories because they have none of their
own). There are the pussy whipped, the
sweaty uni-boys, almost-dead divorced
dads, wary over-hunted bachelors with
receding hairlines and those who are
at least theoretically bi. It’s fascinating.
Bumble is humanity, naked and digital,
in more ways than one.

WE

TAKE
BIG
STEPS
TO
LEAVE
SMALL
FOOTPRINTS

FOR OVER 30 YEARS, our
family has been making great
wine. If there’s one thing we’ve
learned, it’s the better the soil,
the better the wine. So every
day, we work to ensure the
healthy future of the land all
around us – adopting clean
energy practices, ensuring
biodiversity, and using 1/3 less
water than industry average.

SUSTAINABILITY – That’s a Kendall-Jackson Family Value
To learn more visit: kj.com/sustainability
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50 SHADES OF BROWN
4th generation Skipton based antiques dealer, Simon Myers sets the record straight on “brown furniture”
and opines on the long awaited come back
WORDS BY SIMON MYERS
pparently ‘Brown’ is back. I am
sitting in my antique shop on
a Saturday afternoon. Here in
the North we have antique ‘shops’ not
‘galleries’ and ‘customers’ rather than
‘clients’. Two couples come in out of the
rain to ‘browse’ (a long-departed dealer
in this village famously had a sign in
his window which read ‘if you want to
browse, the village green is opposite’).
One of the bedraggled browsers asks
me that often-asked question beloved
by dealers: “Is it true that people don’t
want brown furniture anymore?” I give
my stock answer: “I’m afraid I really
don’t know. You see, I don’t deal in
brown furniture.” They look nonplussed. Let’s face it, they are standing
in a room which is filled with furniture
much of which would best be described
in terms of colour as, well, brown; 50

the sort of furniture, which for years
was shipped by the container load to
the USA, Australia and even Japan.
Now most of the shippers have gone
and these pieces of furniture languish in
salerooms all over the country, scarcely
able to attract a bid. Anecdotally, I
was recently at a sale in the south
waiting patiently for the one lot in
which I was interested, a good George
II mahogany centre table. Lot after lot
of Victorian and Edwardian furniture
was called and scarcely got a bid. The
auctioneer couldn’t get a bid of £200 for
8 rather dull but comfortable and useful
Edwardian oak dining chairs. A mid
Century Ercol dining suite then made
£500. The auctioneer paused and said,
“It just shows, no one wants antique
furniture any more”. He didn’t retract
his remark when my lot came up and

People do want Antique furniture –
they just want it to be good.

shades of brown; from the golden hues
of early 18th Century Walnut, the rich
patination of 17th Century oak to the
highly figured richness of Georgian
mahogany. Perhaps 500 shades of
brown. But still brown.
And yet I do not deal in “brown
furniture”. Nor do many people who I
know in this business. Some years ago,
the press seized on this phrase, which
it has continually trotted out every time
it runs a story about the antique trade.
As they seem to be unable to tell the
difference between a rare untouched
piece of early Georgian walnut furniture
and a Victorian mahogany sideboard it
is much easier for them. However, what
they are really talking about is the plain
rather dull though highly functional
furniture made in considerable quantity
for the emerging middle classes in the
19th and early 20th Centuries. This was

I paid five times the top estimate for it.
The fact is that people do want
antique furniture; they just want it to be
good. They don’t want their homes to
be bursting at the seams with it. They
don’t want every surface to be covered
in objects (well, some of us do) and they
want a rather lighter style than their
grandparents. They are overall more
design conscious. They like all sorts of
things; Arts and Crafts, Art Deco, Mid
Century, recycled industrial furniture
and fittings.
For many years, antique furniture
was seen to be a very solid investment.
In the 70s, 80s and 90s the ‘Antique
Furniture Index’ often outperformed
the FTSE 100 and house prices in terms
of capital growth. A lot of people were
just ticking boxes. There were things
you had to have: a two pillar dining
table, a George III sideboard, and,
66

according to dealer Max Rollitt “at least
one thing commemorating the death of
Nelson with black line inlay or handles
with crocodiles celebrating his victory
at the Battle of the Nile”. Rollitt, like
me, was brought up in the business
and combines dealing in Antiques
with a very successful interior design
consultancy and a range of bespoke
furniture. “People want beautiful
things, strong design and pieces with
integrity”, he adds.
Edward Bulmer, one of the UK's
leading architectural historians and
interior designers says he never stopped
liking it. “The ultimate individual,
practical and cost-effective choice. I
wish I was buying for myself now and
not 20 years ago."
Bulmer identifies something, which
must be obvious to all who watch
the Antiques Roadshow or who have
recently considered selling a dining table
or sideboard, which they purchased 20
years ago. Some things are ridiculously
cheap. In the 1950s our parents and
grandparents bought antique furniture
because much of it was far better quality
and far cheaper than new. We seem to
have reached that point again.
To give you some idea of current
values of reasonable and useful
furniture; a set of six Regency mahogany
dining chairs, which 20 years ago
would have cost £2,500 can be bought
for less than £1,000. I see a set of eight,
reasonable Regency chairs with nice
old leather seats including a pair of
armchairs on an antiques website for
just under £1,600. Less than £200 per
chair, less than it could possibly cost
to make them, less than some people
would pay to have them reupholstered.
A Georgian mahogany sideboard
which would have cost you £4,500, 20
years ago might be picked up now for
£1,500. A drop leaf dining table from the
1750’s to seat six; made from finely figured
mahogany is now £1,200 and sometimes
less. Hugely practical, designed to take up
minimal room when not in use but now
out of fashion. Try and buy that quality
of figured Mahogany today. Ethically it
might be a problem in any event as we
probably all agree that the felling of our
remaining hardwood forests should stop.

The bureau is a hugely practical
piece of furniture; it is the iPhone 8
of the chest of drawer world.
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But if you can stomach contributing to
global warming and the extinction of
species, you will find it expensive.
The bureau, which appeared in
every antique shop in Britain 20 years
ago is spectacularly out of fashion.
Ridiculously, the antiques trade decided
back then that as a bureau could not
accommodate a desktop computer. No
one would ever want one again. A good
Mid-18th Century mahogany bureau
which might have cost you £7,000 –
£10,000 25 years ago could now be
bought for perhaps a quarter of that and
that most quintessential feature of every
good collection of English furniture, the
Queen Anne or George I walnut bureau,
glowing with a honey colour that brings
light into every room, is available for
less than half the £15,000 - £20,000 it
would have cost you back then.
Obviously, most people have laptops
or tablets now, so why is the bureau
still languishing in the doldrums? It is
a hugely practical piece of furniture;
the iPhone 8 of the chest of drawers’
world, a beautiful piece of furniture in
which you can store everything from
socks to love letters, cufflinks to cash.
Usually with a few secret drawers in a
finely conceived interior, it will take a
laptop comfortably. Space saving and
multi functionality were not something
dreamed up in the 21st Century.
Try and buy a good 18th Century
mahogany bureau. I have decided that
the plight of the bureau is so ridiculous
that I will buy every good one I see. Since
making this decision I have realised that
they aren’t about. People aren’t selling
them. There is a real shortage of good
things on the market and we dealers
are having to battle it out, to buy what
we want. Tell the vendor of a lovely
mahogany bench in Bonham’s last
furniture sale that “brown furniture”
is out of fashion and they may smile at
you. Estimated at £8,000 – £12,000 it
sold for £140,000 plus the outrageous
25%, plus VAT that they charge you for
the privilege of proving their estimates
are incorrect. Record sums are also being
paid for early furniture and oak from the
16th and 17th Centuries.
It has always struck me as strange that
in an age where individualism is highly
prized, so many people have decorated
their houses to look like expensive
hotels. Antique Collector recently ran
a headline “Brown is Back”. Something
of an overstatement perhaps but there
are signs that tastes are changing. More
young people are now seen at antiques
fairs and even in my shop.
There is warmth, a groundedness
in the mellow tones of old wood. A

GOLDEN ALE
& pine aromas

/s p i t f i r e a l e

Tropical fruit, citrus
S W E E T M A LT B A S E

Challenger, Centennial
SOFT BITTER FINISH

Field Maple Chest. £8,000 today and £15,000 twenty years ago. Possibly more from one of the leading
specialist dealers. It’s a real ‘one off’.

sense that the trials and tribulations of
the 21st Century are not unique in the
history of mankind; that there should be
more to our surroundings than simple
functionality. The ingenuity of the
craftsman, the natural beauty of age-old
timber, the history of trade, of learning,
of taste and the survival of these
beautiful and functional things long
beyond the lifespan of their creators are
all represented in things which we can
live with and use every day. They enrich
our lives and stimulate our imaginations.
As I write this sitting at a Mid-18th
68

Century Pollard, oak bureau that glows
with amazing colour I am reminded of
my small part in its long history. Have
we lost sight of the romance of it all? I
think not.
And of course, good things only
remain cheap for so long.
Specialists in English Furniture from
the 17th and 18th Centuries as well as
Chinese and European Works of Art
www.myersantiques.com was founded
in 1890 by Simon’s Great Grandfather
and still bears his name.

and Saaz hops
4 .1 %
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RIDING HIS LUCK
Colin Cameron meets Oli Bell, the new tyro of racing punditry,
who combines racing and betting, with a hint of Graham Norton
WORDS BY COLIN CAMERON

motor sport days. Even allowing for a
degree of ambivalence in his earlier days,
racing proved a better fit. The chance to
work in the game properly came when
he was invited to make the tea at Racing
UK (although those there, cannot exactly
remember a Bell brew), the sport’s
satellite channel. By observing the work
of accomplished broadcasters like Nick
Luck and Lydia Hislop, Bell ensured that
a car crash moment covering three-day
eventing was a distant memory.
The ITV gig, as part of the team that
took over terrestrial television rights
for British racing from Channel 4 at the
start of this year, came on the back of
the new broadcaster’s wish to freshen
up the screen with new blood. “Working
in racing was worth coming back from
Australia, where I was on a bit of a
busman’s walkabout,” Bell insists.
A key roll for Bell is interviewing
winning jockeys and trainers. For
inspiration, he has looked beyond sport.
“As far as broadcasters are concerned I
admire the likes of Graham Norton; he
makes everything feel comfortable for
the viewers and those being screened.
Racing on television should be
continuously explained without being

Oli Bell talks to ITV weather presenter Lucy Verasamy at Sandown

In an ideal world, Bell recommends
that all punters have a stake plan. “Decide
on your stake unit (this could be 50p, £5,
£5,000 or to whatever you can stretch to)
and then have multiples of two, three,
four and five of this. If you are absolutely
sure you have a winner then put on five

Racing on television should be continuously
explained without being patronizing
Oli Bell tucking into Boisdale’s world famous dry aged Aberdeenshire fillet steak in Boisdale of Belgravia www.boisdale.co.uk

status to which many in
horseracing aspire is to be a
“face”; someone who moves the
bookmakers’ odds with even a modest
bet, or who can cause a stir at Tattersalls
simply by asking to inspect a yearling
due to be sold at auction.
At the relatively tender age of 30, Oli
Bell is practically there. He has managed
this by taking centre stage in ITV’s new
and fresh approach to covering racing
on terrestrial television. Added to this,
his uncle Michael, is the Epsom Derbywinning trainer whose Newmarket
stable boasts the hugely popular Big
Orange and his father Rupert, is Talk
Sport’s voice of racing, a regular at tracks
throughout the season.
Bell also has other features that
distinguish him. At cricket he can claim
to have hit the England Test match bowler
Andy Caddick for four. After the ball was
retrieved from the boundary, Caddick
helpfully suggested even in what was

a lighthearted game, that he fetch his
helmet. Former classmates at Oundle
cannot see much beyond “Knuckles”,
the role which their noted alumnus is
remembered for taking in the school
production of Bugsy Malone. As for
poker, he just about washed his face on
the pro circuit for two years, cultivating

he takes a seat for lunch at Boisdale’s
mother ship in Belgravia, he maintains
that he is more comfortable in a chair
than he has been or would ever be in the
saddle. Whatever the name suggests, I
am not racing born and bred, he insists.
“The last time I was at Uncle Mike’s yard
it was to drop off a golf club,” Bell laughs.

In racing there are so many whispers.

the nom de plume “Bell Boy” and a
deserved reputation for fearless staking.
Then there was football in Australia
for a team graced by Derby stalwart,
Spencer Prior.
So, the racing circuit may recognize
Bell instantly, but who exactly is he? As
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He shrugs: “I grew up 30 minutes from
Wincanton racecourse but we weren’t
exactly regulars there.”
His path to ITV racing and our living
rooms was prefaced by a bit of broadcast
experience facilitated by his father, at the
likes of Burghley horse trials and some

patronizing. The aim should be for those
watching, to experience what you are
experiencing there.”
The competitive world of pro poker
honed his staking skills and so where
Bell brings expertise to our screen is in
his approach to betting. While many in
racing might reduce their bet for longerodds (and even wager with a fixed win
in mind, meaning a £100 bet when
the odds are even money and £1 for a
100-1 chance), he is altogether more
scientific. “Odds of 16/1, or even money
don’t affect the chance of the horse, nor
should a short price be a deterrent”, he
points out. “Even money means that the
bookmakers reckon the horse has a 50
per cent chance of winning. If you think
the chances are nearer, say, 80 per cent
then bet accordingly.”
Logic can be the best route to profit,
Bell reasons. “If you find enough 16/1
shots that in your opinion should be 4/1
and get that right often enough, you will
make money.”

times your basic stake. If you are less
confident, then limit yourself to a single
stake, or double that.” It all depends on
your strength of feeling, Bell argues.
Be sure to put in the work studying
the form, he urges. “In racing there
are so many whispers. If you lived in
Newmarket, six or seven different people
will tell you a whole range of horses will
win a race.”
Efforts at unearthing emerging talent
in racing are more focused. “Charlie
Fellowes is a trainer I think will be the
next big thing”, Bell confides. “He has
great attention to detail, as does Tom
Clover and also Olly Murphy, who was
the assistant to Gordon Elliott. They are
well on the way to making names for
themselves.”
We are at the business end of our time
together so I press Bell on up and coming
jockeys? “Clifford Lee is one to watch”,
Bell suggests “and I think Holly Doyle
has improved hugely. Over jumps, James
Bowen is heading for the top.”

As we are now in that period in the
calendar when jumps racing picks up the
pace and flat racing is poised for a new
season, Bell has a horse from each code to
follow in the months ahead; Thistlecrack,
through the winter over the sticks, and
Clemmie as one for next year’s flat season.
“Clemmie is a full sister to Churchill,
the winner of the 2,000 Guineas who is a
real star. She looked very impressive at
Newmarket's July meeting and could be a
classic filly in 2018. As for Thistlecrack, I
can't wait to see him back in action. He's
got it all and is one of the most exciting
jumpers in training. He has the X factor.”
A brother who is an agent to
comedians and a sister, who paints,
provides Bell with refuge from all the
gossip of training centers. “I talk to them
to get away from it all,” he jokes. He is
fulsome in celebrating his siblings’ gifts.
As for his own sports, he is semi-retired
from cricket, bar cameos for trainer Ed
Dunlop’s Newmarket all-stars. Like a
short ball from Caddick, broadcasting
bouncers are now keeping Oli alert.
OLI BELL – HORSES TO WATCH
Clemmie, 2-year-old filly
(Galileo out of Meow by Storm Cat)
Trained by Aidan O’Brien
Owned by Michael Tabor,
Derrick Smith and Mrs. John Magnier
Bred by Liberty Bloodstock
Thistlecrack, 9-year-old gelding
(Kayf Tara out of Ardstown by Ardross)
Trained by Colin Tizzard
Owned by John and Heather Snook
Bred by RF & SD Knipe
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THE INSIDER’S GUIDE TO CHRISTMAS DRINKING
Tom Harrow, wine director of Honest Grapes offers his ‘off piste’ suggestions for festive quaffing
WORDS BY TOM HARROW

SUBMIT YOUR NOMINATION FOR
THE EAT GAME AWARDS TO DAY !
WWW.EATGAMEAWARDS.CO.UK
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very November the same tired old
Christmas booze article get lubed
up and inserted into the Sunday
supplements and glossies. With very few
variations they cover the following:
Which Champagne should kick off the
festive repast? The answer is it’s always a
crisp Blanc de Blancs from the currently
least crap supermarket offering. There is
a half-hearted nod towards something
Tasmanian and one miserable old goat is
bound to suggest cava.
What to pair with turkey? For
Country Life and FT readers – an
affordable Burgundy; a Kiwi or Oregon
alternative will do for The Guardian and
Independent; for trendy / foodie titles,
something else vaguely Pinot Noirish but from Romania or Mallorca or
wherever the writer had a late summer
break; and for Daily Mail gawkers – cheap
Rioja. Then there are the alternatives
– for those who eat goose or beef, or
fucking capon, or festive tofu – which
is just a way of muddying the waters
and recommending any old thing as a
favour to the PR, or the wine merchant,
to whom you most owe a favour.
As sure as the cold turkey and mix
of anti-climax and relief that follows
on Boxing Day, you can guarantee the
article will lurch into What to drink
with Christmas Pudding? This is a one
horse race – it’s the same wine EVERY
year, actually the same bottle, as it never
sells – a half of 1972 PX Sherry from an
obsolete Bodega (with a pistachio-green
label), which nobody buys (that’s why
it’s so old) and writers are surprised
and delighted to find it’s still available,
they recommend it again even though it
tastes like Calpol.
Finally, Port bores get their annual
moment of relevance, encouraged to bring
out a cheap LBV with their M&S Stilton,
or something else utterly knackered from
the cellar of a dead relative.
So, joining the party and only
occasionally steering away from this
weary format, Boisdale Life asked
me to make some wildly alternative
recommendations. Whether dining out or
entertaining in, here are some top choices
to accompany your festive board.
Seafood: For your shellfish/smoked
salmon/caviar starter this year, try
pairing with Sercial Madeira, the driest

and lightest of all the styles of this
magnificent wine, from an otherwise
wholly unremarkable island. Anything
leftover can ginger up Boxing Day’s
Bloody Mary, instead of the traditional
Fino. Madeira is the king of fortified
wines and a perfectly brilliant Christmas
can be just you and a few bottles of old
Verdelho in a dark room.
Meanwhile with oysters, shun
Muscadet or voguish, enamel-stripping,
zero dosage Champagne and choose a
light Italian dessert wine – Moscato (not
the fizzy stuff though). Counter-intuitive
perhaps, but the saltiness of the oyster’s
water, like maritime Roquefort is a good
foil for the sweetness of the wine and
the rich, creamy texture of both marries
up well.
Turkey: Oversized, tasteless and
dried out, like a menopausal Catford
housewife abroad, an exotic stuffing is
the best they can look forward to. Instead
of a Pinot pairing, plump for Nerello
Mascalese, from the foothills of Etna, the
current "in" grape and region of choice
for nobs. Otherwise try serving a Junmai
Daiginjo Sake, or Honjozo for something
a touch richer, or simply a really decrepit
Rioja from the 70s or 80s. It might work. It
will certainly make the bird taste of
something and probably get you accused
of ruining Christmas earlier than usual.
Finally, take the semantic approach and
offer guests shots of Wild Turkey.
Christmas pudding: After being
marinated for weeks in cheap sherry,
Napoleon Brandy, and other household
cleaning fluids, this dark, glutinous,
virulently alcoholic mess resembles the
sticky bombs thrown at Panzers but is
more explosive. Pair it with sparkling
water, something saline like San
Pellegrino to balance the sweetness. Or
say, screw it and accompany with
a very dry, briny dirty Martini – a
surprisingly brilliant choice. Better
still throw the horrid gelatinous mess
away, like the sweet dog food it is and
enjoy a more palatable dessert of light
winterberry tart and Rosé or Demi-Sec
Champagne, which will lift rather than
condemn the palate.
Stilton and Port: Both are as regal
bedfellows as Victoria and Albert, Peter
Andre and Jordan and Catherine and her
horse. However for a more Republican

'Sideways on steroids', wine connoisseur Tom
Harrow @WineChapUK www.honestgrapes.co.uk

pairing try Italy's Recioto di Valpolicella
– at 6 degrees less alcohol and served
chilled – it’s far more energising. To
really ruffle the feathers, a sweet
sparkling red Brachetto d'Acqui from
Piedmont, it’s a superior Lambrusco that
skips across the tongue rather than kneecapping it like most ports. It might even
refresh you sufficiently to contemplate
a sliver of Christmas cake before you
stagger from the table and pass out on
a wrapping-paper strewn sofa. Another
radical option is to abandon the Stilton
altogether and try instead a Chevre or
Crottin de Chauvignol, with a slightly
older Sancerre or Pouilly Fume. They
grow up together in the Loire and the
smoky tang and chalky, lightly acrid bite
common to both the cheese and wine,
make them easy companions.
Finally - give Santa a break. There is
only so much medium sherry the old chap
can swill back in a night before wrapping
his sleigh around a telegraph pole and
becoming the villain of seasonal drink
driving warning adverts. Instead, why not
leave a Berocca and some paracetamol on
the mantelpiece. It’s probably what you'd
prefer after 40-gallons of Tio Pepe and
Bristol Cream.
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EDIBLE
SCOTLAND
Bill Knot argues that Scottish cuisine is much more than the deep-fried Mars Bar
and that Scotland’s ingredients together, rank as one of the world’s greatest national larders
WORDS BY BILL KNOTT

Boisdale’s world famous haggis Scotch quails eggs! www.boisdale.co.uk

ack in the late 1980s, when I was
just starting to appreciate the
many-splendored joys of malt
whisky, I had a friend called Douglas,
who acted as my spiritual guide. He
possessed a kind of morose wisdom
to which I felt immediately drawn,
dispensing his pearls in a Scottish
brogue reminiscent of John Laurie’s
malevolent crofter in The 39 Steps.
“This one,” I said, picking up a glass
of a 12 year-old Speyside, swirling and
sniffing in the prescribed manner, “has a
lovely, honeyed aroma.”
“Aye,” said Douglas, “that’ll be the
sweet smell of your liver burning away.”
Douglas was a member of the Scotch
Malt Whisky Society - based in Leith, on
the Edinburgh waterfront - to which we
both made a pilgrimage one year. Our
meals were taken at a nearby takeaway:
having feasted on deep-fried haggis
and chips on our first night, I thought I
would choose a lighter option. I ordered
the pizza.
The woman behind the counter
extended a podgy arm into a freezer,

picked up a frozen pizza with a pair of
tongs, dunked it in a vast vat of batter,
and then plunged it into the deepfryer. Any member of Scotland’s longestablished Italian community would
have been horrified, but who needs a
wood-burning oven when you’ve got a
deep-fryer?

Scotland’s woefully unhealthy diet.
Doctors and nutritionists wrung their
hands in despair, even as hundreds of
other Scottish chippies adopted the idea:
The Haven even tried to win the deepfried Mars Bar secured status under the
EU's Protected Food Name Scheme.
And yet Scotland’s larder bulges
with
fine
ingredients.
Aberdeen
Angus and Highland beef, wild (and
smoked) salmon, langoustines, scallops,
Arbroath smokies, venison, grouse,
woodcock, and perhaps the finest soft
fruits - blackberries, raspberries, sloes,
Tayberries - in the world.
There are some terrific cheeses, too:
Dunlop, Lanark Blue, and a whole trolley
load of Cheddars, smoked cheeses and
goat’s cheeses, as well as various kinds of
crowdie (a fresh soft cheese, traditionally
used to line one’s stomach before a night
on the whisky). Admittedly, the larder
is a little short on vegetables, especially
those with the temerity to grow above
ground, but neeps and tatties will keep
the cold at bay, especially when anointed
with a wee dram.
I am, of course, preaching to the
converted. Most of you reading this
magazine will know that Boisdale has
been buying, cooking and serving topnotch Scottish produce for donkey’s
years, meaning that we Londoners can
enjoy splendid steaks, game and seafood
without the inconvenience of actually

Parisian three-star. It often seems
as though Scottish produce is more
venerated abroad than at home, although
some nonsense about sheep’s lungs has
prevented the export of haggis to several
countries, including the US.
The venerable haggis house of
Macsween, however, has developed a
haggis made with sheep’s hearts, instead
of lungs: in October this year, it was
enough to persuade Canada to lift an
import ban instituted in 1971, so there is
hope for the future.
So the Scottish larder is full to
bursting, but what about the recipes? Is
Scotland simply doling out delicacies to
the rest of the world, or can she boast a
tradition of great cooking as well?
The seminal Scottish cookery book
was written by the Orkney-born Florence
Marian McNeill, an extraordinary
woman, most famous for her authorship
of The Silver Bough, a four-volume study
of Scottish folklore, covering everything
from witches and fairies to second sight
and folk songs.
In 1929, she published The Scots
Kitchen, containing hundreds of
recipes: among them, red herrings
(kippers), clootie dumpling (a boiled
suet pudding filled with dried fruit),
Scotch broth (mutton, barley, root
vegetables and pulses), and a whole
array of oatcakes, bannocks (“girdle”
cakes, traditionally very heavy) and
scones. Snatches of prose, poetry and
nuggets of history pepper Mrs McNeill’s
pages, and it is a fascinating record of
Scottish gastronomy.

Despite The Scots Kitchen’s many
charms, a modern chef might look
askance at the hefty nature of the
recipes therein. Oatmeal, barley and
suet feature prominently and, while a
generous amount of stodge undoubtedly
kept body and soul together through the
rigours of a Scottish winter in those faroff days before central heating had been
invented, it is not the stuff of which
elegant tasting menus are made.
Intelligent cooks, however, can take
the spirit of these recipes and turn them
into something less leaden. Take Cullen
skink, for example, named after a fishing

Scotland’s larder bulges with ingredients;
Aberdeen Angus and Highland beef, wild salmon,
langoustines, scallops, Arbroath smokies, venison,
grouse, woodcock and the finest soft fruits.
village on the Moray coast: a smoked
haddock soup traditionally thickened
with copious onions and potatoes, and
always served with bread.
Poach the fish gently in milk and
fish stock with just a few cubes of
potato and onion, add a glug of single
cream and a scattering of chives, and
the result is a delicate, delicious soup;
similarly, with cranachan (or Atholl
brose), cut down the quantity of
oatmeal and make it crunchy, not soggy,

Admittedly, the Scottish larder
is a little short on vegetables, especially those
with the temerity to grow above ground.

A few years later, reports surfaced
in the national media of a chip shop in
Stonehaven, near Aberdeen - The Haven
- that was selling deep-fried Mars Bars.
In the resulting furore, this grotesque
confectionery - “indelicacy”, you might
call it - became a symbol of urban
74

travelling to Scotland and being bitten
to death by midges.
Nor are we alone: dining in various
restaurants around the world, I have
enjoyed Scottish smoked salmon in
Cape Town, Angus beef in Taipei and
Isle of Mull scallops in a very posh

add a little whisky, honey, whipped
cream and plenty of raspberries, and
you have a sumptuous dessert.
This “de-carbing” of traditional
recipes by chefs who prize flavour above
mere sustenance is inevitable, and is
happening all over the planet. The
“peasant diet” is no longer sustainable:
thanks to motor vehicles and modern
machinery, even the Italian contadini,
French paysans, Spanish campesini
and Scottish crofters who remain (and
their number has shrunk dramatically
over the last 50 years) simply do not
burn enough calories to eat as their

What could be better than a plate of Boisdale’s Scottish shellfish – Regulars will recognise the beautifully
adorned wrist of Glen King! www.boisdale.co.uk

forefathers did. You cannot create a
balanced, healthy meal with one hand
resting on the chip basket.
Three decades after the battering
doled out to both my pizza and my
palate, Edinburgh still has its chippies
(try the venerable L’Alba d’Oro for a
splendid fish supper), but, for the curious
gourmet, the city now has much more to
offer. Many enterprising Scottish chefs
and restaurateurs have realised that the
bounty on their doorstep is too good to
resist, often combining top-notch local
produce with French technique in the
kitchen, ramping up the flavour without
piling on the calories.
This, I think, is the way forward for
Scottish food. Not restaurants that serve
terrific food made from local ingredients,
welcome though they are, but the wider
availability of these same ingredients for
people to buy and cook at home, and a
deeper appreciation of just how good
Scottish produce - game, seafood, beef,
cheese, fruit - really is.
The rest of the world knows that: why
don’t the Scots? Thanks to intelligent,
creative, pioneering chefs like René
Redzepi at Noma, Denmark has
transformed its food scene: once known
mainly for ersatz European cheeses
and watery bacon, it is now one of the
world’s gastronomic hotspots.
Scotland, with a scarcely less
hospitable climate and far better raw
materials, could do the same. And a
wee dram of fine malt is so much more
satisfying than a chilly shot of schnapps,
whatever the cost to your liver.
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GAME ON! EAT YOUR KILL!!
Heretical ranter, charismatic television presenter, gifted author, inspirational radio DJ,
talented publisher and lousy shot, William Sitwell expounds the virtues of eating what you kill
WORDS BY WILLIAM SITWELL

William Sitwell on a peg in Suffolk with his gun dog in training, Cyrus (Photo credit: Johnny Whitteridge)

t was a gentle walk in the
countryside so I didn't think to take
a hunting knife. As I climbed over a
fence and strode up the field heading for
home a young deer leapt from the hedge
some 50 yards away and teared across the
field towards the wood. Tearing behind
it was Cyrus, my dog. He’s a young foxred Labrador. The pair sprinted across
the field and then as they approached
the wood disappeared from view. But
a few seconds later I could hear some
desperate howling that echoed across
Grumblers Holt; the ancient wood.
My first thought was a fear that after
the deer had bounded over the barbed
wire fence, Cyrus had followed and
dashed his stomach as he leapt. But as I
drew closer I could see him just sniffing

at the ground. In fact he was sniffing at
the deer, which had somehow injured
itself and was lying on the ground.
Without a knife to put it out of its
misery I dragged the beast home, where I

the blood, liver and kidney for his tea
over the next couple of days.
The following Saturday night I roasted
one of the haunches. I smothered the
flesh in a soft herb crust: breadcrumbs,

Game is leaner, game is tastier
and game is often cheaper.

got out my knives and axe and butchered
it. I kept the back legs for haunches of
venison and the fillet, and gave Cyrus
76

parsley, thyme, chives, some grated
gruyere and butter and then roasted
it as you might lamb, leaving some

pinkness. Then I made classic juniper
gravy: red wine, some game glace (from
the quite epic stock people Essential
Cuisine), butter, a little orange zest and
juniper berries (you could add some
squares of dark chocolate for added
rich indulgence). I made dauphinoise
potatoes and wilted some greens for
colour and crunch.
Friends gathered. The dining room
was set, candles lit. Heartily we ate and
also drank a mighty French Bordeaux
(Calon Segur 2004). As dinner drew to
an end, fending off the impending and
climactic retreat into the drawing room,
I stood up, as if to make a speech, but
instead I ripped all of my clothes off,
darted from the room and ran outside
into the cold night where, facing the
moon, I beat my chest and roared.
Ok so I didn't do that last bit. Actually
I didn't do the cooking bit either; the
cuts are still in my freezer. But that is
just how I intend to cook the poor deer.
And while I may not reveal my inner
caveman, I will feel a little added pride
in the dishes served. For cooking game
– and that which one has culled oneself
– does have virtue added to the plate.
And virtue makes things taste better. If
you don't believe me, grow your own
asparagus. And if you’ve done it from
seed, you will realise that by year three,
when your spears may be large enough
to cut, when you lightly poach them and
dip them in your own-made hollandaise
they taste considerably better than shop
bought varieties.
There is a still a little tingle gained
from eating partridge, shot and plucked
by my own fair hands. And when I tire
of pheasant I reach for the Calvados pour
it over the bird and flambé it and I add
some cream to slosh into the juices to
make a rich and dreamy sauce.
I don’t fish often, but the freshest
and finest was a piece of tuna I ate in
a little boat off the coast of Barbados.
I was with the chef Mark Hix and as
we earlier clambered on board he had
handed over a chopping board, a knife
and a lemon. The moment the fisherman
with us hauled in the first catch, Mark
dispatched and gutted it, removed
the skin and sliced off little chunks of
delicate flesh which, after a squeeze of
lemon, we popped into our mouths.
So it’s not quite game, but you get
the gist. How much more satisfying
are these culinary experiences than
cooking meat with no back story just a
cellophane wrapper.
Except that of course, most people need
to get their meat from the supermarket or
the butcher (or if you’re super-sensible
from the amazing Farmison.com). They

don't get shooting or stalking invites.
The closest most urban dwellers get to
wildlife is a dirty rat scuttling long the
tracks of the London Underground. And
chicken is so much easier to deal with:
not bloody, just nice white meat and a

yourself and can learn a little butchery,
from plucking and drawing to cleaning,
sawing and boning your wee beast will
taste truly wonderful. And the next time
I take the dog for a walk, I’ll make sure
there’s a good knife in my pocket.

I gave Cyrus the blood, liver and kidney
for his tea over the next couple of days.

tasteless sponge for other non-offensive
or scary flavours.
But for those who are a little
trepidatious about choosing game I
would say this: the welfare standards
are almost always better. It’s a real life
outside, fresh air, grass, heather, plants
and bugs. No cages and no transport to
abattoirs. Game is leaner, game is tastier
and game is often cheaper. And if you
can play a humane part in culling game

William
Sitwell,
Harry
Owen
and Ranald Macdonald have joined
forces with James Horne, Chairman
of Purdey, to form part of the steering
committee at the Eat Game Awards –
www.eatgameawards.co.uk – The Eat
Game Awards is an exciting initiative
aimed at celebrating all that is best about
wild British produce by recognising great
culinary achievements and contributions
to the cooking and eating of game.

Created by Boisdale of Belgravia Head Chef, Chris Zachwieja, Roast Grouse from the Scottish borders, wild
mushroom pithivier, salt baked celeriac, Bilberry game sauce and wild sea beets
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A FEAST FROM
THE NEAR EAST

London 2018

Having just hosted the immensely successful Boisdale Jazz & Cigar Club Beirut Jaunt 2017, Michael Karam gives us the
inside track on the ancient and unsurpassed traditions of Lebanese food and drink. Michael is the author of ‘Wines of
Lebanon and Arak and Mezze: The Taste of Lebanon’
WORDS BY MICHAEL KARAM

Friday 23rd March - Saturday 24th March

WHISKY LIVE LONDON 2018 RETURNS TO THE HAC FOR
THIS SPECTACULAR EVENT RUNNING OVER 2 DAYS!
Whether you’re a whisky enthusiast, a newcomer to the world of whisky or simply seeking a
memorable day out, join us on either day to sample the best whiskies from around the world.
This year we have added new features including a separate beer area, World’s Best Beers Live,
a whisky cocktail area, to compliment the brilliant masterclasses, food pairings,
amazing whiskies and all in this one great venue.

BOOK YOUR TICKET TODAY
Friday 23rd March 5pm to 10pm (4pm-10pm VIP ticket)*
Saturday 24th March Noon to 5pm (11am-5pm VIP ticket)*

S AV E £
10
(STAN

DA R D
EN
RCLAS TRY &
S TICK
ET
ON

MASTE

LY £79
)

The Honourable Artillery Company, Armoury House, City Road, London EC1Y 2BQ

VIP Ticket £109* | Standard Day Ticket £69 | Half Day £49
All tickets include entry to show, Whisky Live tasting glass, samples of exhibited of whiskies, hot food, served buffet style.
VIP tickets include all this plus VIP Masterclass worth £20, VIP dinning VIP private pouring and early entry to either day!

HOW TO BOOK YOUR TICKET www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/whisky-live-london-2018-tickets-35398294251
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Michael Karam conducting a wine tasting at Chateau Ksara in the Bekaa Valley, Lebanon

icture if you can, a village
butcher’s in Mount Lebanon. It is
early morning in November. The
butcher, who has been up for hours,
is standing at his counter, finishing a
breakfast of raw, pureed mince, blended
with herbs and drizzled with olive oil.
On another plate, sit diced chunks of
raw liver and fat. Before serving me,
he makes a scoop with the bread and
rounds up the last bit of meat, washing it
down with a glass of milky white liquid.
He wipes his hands on his apron and
smiles. How can he help me?
Robin Fedden, in his 1965 book, Syria
and Lebanon: An historical appreciation,
gives a beautifully succinct description
of that milky white liquid. “Arak, the
local aperitif, is very good. Made from a
grape basis and flavoured with aniseed,
it is vaguely reminiscent of Pernod,
and has, further, the advantage of being
something of a specific against the

intestinal troubles which so commonly
beset the traveller in the Middle East.”
But what Fedden fails to mention
is that Arak could also claim to be the
one of the world’s oldest drinks. Araq
is simply Arabic for sweat, literally

from kohl, the eyeliner favored by Arab
women and purified by the same process.
The alembic, the pot still used to make
arak, is also an Arabic derivative, while
the term eau de vie is a literal translation
from may al hayat water of life.

Kibbe Nayeh is the “money shot” of the
Lebanese dining experience

that which is sweated from the still.
And while the jury is still out on who
first perfected the distillation process,
it is the Arabs that first used it to make
alcohol, another word that comes from
the Arabic al kohol – itself derived

That aniseed-based drinks can be
found around the Mediterranean and
Eastern Europe is no coincidence. The
habit filtered across Europe via the
works of the Arab scholars, while as far
as China and Indonesia and all stops
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in between, Arak is the word used to
describe local grog. The French have
their Pastis, the Turks, Raki and the
Greeks, Ouzo. Similar aniseed-based
liqueurs are produced in Syria, Jordan,
Iraq and the Palestinian territories, but
Lebanese Arak, like Lebanese food, is
considered the finest in the Middle East.
My grandfather enjoyed three glasses
a day: one at breakfast, one at lunch and
one in the evening. But never two at any
one time… so they say. And so when we
talk of the Lebanese table and Lebanese
food, be it breakfast, lunch or dinner, we
cannot ignore Arak. Yes, Lebanon makes
fabulous wine but if we are sitting down
to a table groaning with mezze dishes, it
is the aniseed’s palate-cleansing qualities
that allow us to enjoy the dazzling array
of flavours like no other.
Arak is part of mounie, the rural
Lebanese tradition of preserving food
for the winter. Mounie also includes
mincemeat that is cooked, spiced and
stored in glass flagons. Reheated and
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served over fried eggs in a clay pan,
bayd b’awarma (literally eggs and meat)
is the Lebanon’s full-English, as is ful
medamas, cooked fava beans in oil,
served with chopped parsley, garlic,
onions and tomatoes and kishek, wheat
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Lebanese hotels, and especially the
Phoenicia InterContinental in Beirut
with its spectacular breakfast buffet,
serve a mean ful and kiskek. Those
brave souls wishing to seek out genuine
bayd b’awarma, should visit Le Chef,

In the summer, figs and thick,
pungent Arabic coffee will kick start the system.

porridge, served with garlic and onions,
sometimes with meat. All are eaten with
the ubiquitous flatbread, fashioned into
a scoop that acts as “cutlery” for many
Lebanese dishes.
You don’t have to travel to the
mountains, to enjoy these. All good

Meze or mezze is found in all the cuisines of the former Ottoman Empire and comes from Persian ‘mazze’
meaning literally ‘to taste’
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Beirut’s finest greasy spoon, on Rue
Gouraud in the district Gemmayzeh.
Owner, Charbel, will guide you in your
choice of arak – Brun, Massaya, Rif,
Musar, Touma, Kefraya and Ksarak are
all excellent – should you fancy a real
breakfast for champions.
For those with more modest
appetites, the Lebanese breakfast table
also includes Manouche (a wrap made
with thyme, mint, and tomatoes) Labneh
(strained yoghurt) served with a dash of
olive oil and a sprinkling of milled thyme
with a side of fresh mint and cucumber,
again eaten with Arabic flatbread. In the
summer, figs and thick, pungent Arabic
coffee will, as you might imagine, will
kick start the system.
Lunch and dinner follow a similar
simple but brutally effective formula as
an array of vegetarian and meat dishes
is thrown on the table. Some – humus,
mtabal (or Baba Ghanouj), stuffed vine
leaves, tabbouleh, fattoush and a range
of white cheeses – will be well known
to European diners, but there are over
a dozen others with regional Lebanese,
Armenian and Syrian influence:
Basterma, Sojok or Maqaneq (assorted
spiced sausages), Ras Asfour (diced
lamb cubes), whole quails, liver cooked
with pomegranates, fatayer (pastries
with assorted fillings ranging from
cheese, to spinach to meat and pine
nuts) and Shanklish (dried goats cheese
mixed with mint, onions, tomatoes and
olive oil).
Then there is Kibbe, a style of food
made with bulgur as its base, minced
onions, and ground beef, lamb or fish
and spices. Kibbe can be cooked in
an oven pan and eaten with Laban, a
yoghurt, milkier than Labneh, and fresh
mint, or made into stuffed balls. There
are also vegetarian Kibbes made solely
with bulgur, tomatoes and potatoes.
But Kibbe can also be eaten raw in
a dish reminiscent of steak tartar. Go

Crisp, buttery layers of Baklava, the rich, sweet dessert pastry made of layers of filo filled with chopped nuts and sweetened and held together with syrup or honey

to any decent Lebanese restaurant and
ask for kibbe nayeh, mince, pureed
with bulgur and spices and served with
the Holy Trinity of olive oil, mint and
onions and washed down with Arak.
It is the “money shot” of the Lebanese
dining experience.
The best Beirut restaurants will have
a man sporting a huge moustache in a
Fez, or Tarboush to give it its proper
name, an elaborate waistcoat and
baggy trousers or sherwal, to pour the
coffee. If it’s infused with cardamom,
the portions will be very strong and
so don’t be bemused if the cup is less
than half-filled. Lebanese sweets are
famed throughout the region. Apart
from Baklava, which everyone knows,
cream-based dishes such Halawet el
Jiben and Usmalia are very popular, as is
the quaint tradition of squeezing a mini
doorstop of Turkish Delight between two
sweet biscuits similar to a Rich Tea and
being ten-years-old again.
A word on pacing. The novice is often
defeated, especially if they are a guest at a
top Lebanese restaurant, by not knowing
that the ten or so dishes on the table are
not the only food at that meal, and that
you don’t have to eat everything, however
tempting. More food, normally meat
and served with rice or the increasingly
popular frikeh, will inevitably be on the
way. You have been warned.
But while the Beirut restaurant will
roll out what I call the “full catastrophe”,
an experience that will leave the guest

not needing food for the next week,
rarely will the typical Lebanese home,
prepare such a feast. It is the notion of
multiple, shared dishes that is crucial
to the Lebanese dining experience. We
Lebanese are loud and hospitable with a
vast generosity of spirit that is captured
in a proud culinary tradition.
Indeed, Lebanon, we must remember,
has only been a country since 1943.

Before that the French ran the show for
20 years and before that the Ottomans
called the shots for 402 years. Go back
further, and we were run by the Arabs,
the Persians, the Romans and the Greeks
all the way back to the Phoenicians.
Lebanon is a baby. It may not be around
as we know it 10 years from now, but the
people and their food will remain. And
so, presumably, will the Arak.

MICHAEL KARAM’S TOP TEN LEBANESE WINES
Lebanon’s wines are now recognized as among the finest in the Eastern Mediterranean. The country’s
Francophone heritage means that the wines are more often blended than relying on a single grape
variety, with a strong Bordeaux/Rhone/Southern France influence. And while the wines are quite
powerful – the vast majority of Lebanon’s grapes grow in a hot, continental climate in the Bekaa
Valley – there is nonetheless a finesse that balances the power. The white wines also show an elegance
not normally associated with such a hot country and this is due to the high altitude – up to nearly
1,500 meters in some cases – at which the grapes are grown and which provides a cooler, longer
ripening period in which to develop freshness and complexity.
Chateau Kefraya: Comte de M (Red) - £31.99

Domaine des Tourelles: Vieille Vigne

Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah

Cinsault (Red) - £17.00

Chateau Ksara: Reserve de Couvent (Red) - £12.99

Cinsault

Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah and Cabernet Franc.

Sendiana: Rouge (Red) £17.00

Chateau Marsyas: Chateau (White) - £22.25

Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah, Grenache

Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc

and Mourvedre

Chateau Musar: Chateau (White) - £31.50

IXSIR: Altitudes (Red) - £19.70

Merweh and Obeideh

Cabernet Sauvignon, Caladoc, Tempranillo

Chateau St Thomas: Les Emirs (Red) - £20.00

and Syrah

Cabernet Sauvignon, Carignan and Grenache

Massaya: Terrasses de Baalbeck (Red) - £19.70

Domaine Wardy: Clos Blanc (White) - £11.00

Cinsault, Grenache, Cabernet Sauvignon

Obeideh, Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc,

and Mourvedre

Viognier and Muscat
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SMOKIN’ HOT!
WORDS BY TOBIAS GORN,
HEAD SOMMELIER, BOISDALE
he annual Zenith Cigar Awards is a great event, fine
food, excellent wine, vintage cognac and a mix of
glamorous celebrities – it all makes for a heady evening
and one almost forgets the real stars of the show, the Cigars!
Each year guest receive five cigars on arrival, an eclectic mix
of prodigious cigars, all of them high scoring and exciting in
their own right. Here are my thoughts; the only real question is
which one will you smoke first?

Purveyors of Fine Writing Instruments since 1912

Romeo & Julieta, Short Churchill – Robusto
4 7/8 ins x 50 Ring Gauge

Romeo y Julieta needs no introduction as one of the best sold
classic Cuban brands with many historical cigars in its range
and a wonderfully romantic story behind the name of the
brand. The Short Churchill is actually a Robusto. Not just any
Robusto though, it won Boisdale’s annual blind tasting series in
2017 beating seven other classic contenders in the same vitola
including Series D 4 and Epicure Number 2. A truly elegant
medium bodied cigar with plenty of complexity from grassy
hay and autumn leaves to toasted nuts and aromatic barbecue
notes. The Short Churchill is a real classic and one of our most
successful cigars on the Boisdale list.

Davidoff Winston Churchill, The Late Hour Robusto
5 ins x 52 Ring Gauge

Winston Churchill liked to stay up late at night to work.
He believed that the dark was inspirational and calming. In
tribute, Davidoff has created a modern masterpiece with a
twist. In this cigar, Nicaraguan and Dominican fillers have
been used, and partially aged in Scotch whisky casks for
six months, held together with a Mexican binder, creating
a full bodied and complex blend. Davidoff claims that the
tobacco absorbs the aromas of the cask and its whisky, and
I have to agree with them. Don’t be fooled into thinking
this is a ‘Highland whisky flavoured’ cigar; this is not your
average ‘machine made’ short filler dipped into Scotch just for
marketing. The whisky barrels offer the blend an even higher
level of complexity and depth. Think of black pepper, coffee
beans, old leather and sweet wood spices. This is a fine New
World cigar with a lot of finesse, a great way for Davidoff to
celebrate a great man. This special cigar is finished in a shiny,
oily Habano Ecuador wrapper.

Daniel Marshall, Red Label Torpedo
6 1/4 ins x 54 Ring Gauge

Torpedo shaped cigars are always a treat, giving a majestic big
smoke for a sizable Vitola. The DM Red Label series are all
handmade in Nicaragua using 5-year aged filler tobaccos grown
in two of Nicaragua's premier growing regions, and wrapped
in premium Colorado wrappers. This cigar is full bodied with
an expressive blend of tobaccos, giving a surprisingly elegant
balance between rich chocolate, freshly brewed espresso and
sweet spices such as cinnamon and fresh vanilla pod.

AVO Heritage, Short Robusto
4 ins x 56 Ring Gauge

Short versions of great cigars are currently gaining popularity,
and the Robusto seems to rule the Vitolas. A short Rubusto
has the gauge of the original cigar but in a quicker smoke. A
great example of this is the Monte Christo Short NO 2. Avo’s
Short Robusto is wonderfully smooth with a cool and creamy
smoke. This is a milder side to the Dominican tobaccos with
no harshness and a long draw. I would even dare to say that
you would enjoy it if you happen to be a Hoyo Epicure No
2 fan. Well worth a try given the excellent value for money
they offer.

PURO PRESTIGE TRAVEL CASE
Cost £275 (available at Boisdale)
www.puroprestige.com

Joya de Nicaragua Cabinetta Robusto

A great example of luxury British craftsmanship: robust,
elegant and practical. With its luxurious ostrich leather finish,
it has two pockets for your lighter and cutter and a 24k gold
plated cigar stand included. The heart of the travel case is the
cedar wood rack which holds four cigars up to ring gauge 60,
and up to six and a half inches in length, or 4 Siglo VI size
tubes. With this size most of the regular production Cubans
and a majority of New World cigars can be comfortably
accommodated. At £275 it represents great value. According
to Boisdsale owner, MD Ranald MacDonald, it could be “my
best Christmas present this year”.

5 ins x 50 Ring Gauge

The Cabinetta range is a playful and relatively new range of
Joya de Nicaragua. The entire range comes with a light Claro
wrapper to the majority of the length, ending in a dark Maduro
wrapper as the head. This ‘doble capa’ was recently extended
to a longer version giving the smoker the chance to enjoy the
fuller, tastier notes of a dark wrapper where the mouth comes
into contact with the cigar, while the main body of the cigar
is a mild, elegant blend of lighter tobaccos. I have tried the
Robusto size and found it to be a gentle and entertaining smoke
with peppery notes on the palate. This could be an excellent
light cigar for an afternoon walk or to introduce a novice cigar
smoker to a mellow smoke.

Montegrappa Pens available at Harrods, Selfridges and Fine Pen Stores
Tel. 01245-225775
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